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ON THE CHOW MOTIVE OF AN ABELIAN SCHEME
WITH NON-TRIVIAL ENDOMORPHISMS
by Ben Moonen
Abstract. Let X be an abelian scheme over a base variety S with endomorphism algebra D. We prove that
the relative Chow motive R(X/S) has a canonical decomposition as a direct sum of motives R(ξ) where ξ runs
over an explicitly determined finite set of irreducible representations of the group Dop,∗, such that R(ξ), seen
as a functor from Chow motives to Dop,∗-representations, is ξ-isotypic. Our decomposition refines the motivic
decomposition of Deninger and Murre, as well as Beauville’s decomposition of the Chow group.
The second main result is that we construct a canonical generalized motivic Lefschetz decomposition.
Inspired by work of Looijenga and Lunts in [17], the role of sl2 in the classical theory is here replaced by a
larger Lie algebra, generated by all Lefschetz and Lambda operators associated to non-degenerate line bundles.
We construct an action of this larger Lie algebra on R(X/S) and deduce from this a generalized Lefschetz
decomposition. We also give a precise structure result for the Lefschetz components that arise.
As an application of our techniques, we provide a positive answer to a question of Claire Voisin concerning
the analogue for abelian varieties of a conjecture of Beauville.
AMS 2010 Mathematics subject classification: 14C15, 14K05
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Introduction
0.1. As an application of Fourier theory, Beauville proved in [3] that the Chow ring (with
Q-coefficients) of a g-dimensional abelian variety X has a bigrading CH(X) = ⊕j,s CH
j
(s)(X),
where the upper grading is given by the codimension of cycles and [m]∗X acts on CH
j
(s)(X) as
multiplication by m2j−s. As shown by Deninger and Murre in [8], this decomposition in fact
comes from a natural decomposition R(X) = ⊕2gi=0R
i(X) of the Chow motive of X; we have
CHj(s)(X) = CH
j
(
R2j−s(X)
)
. The results of Deninger and Murre are valid, more generally, for
abelian schemes X → S over a smooth quasi-projective base variety over a field.
One way to state Beauville’s result is by saying that Q∗ acts on the Chow ring (letting
m/n ∈ Q∗ act as [m]∗X ◦ [n]
∗,−1
X ), and that the only characters that occur in this representation
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are the characters q 7→ qi for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2g}. The first main purpose of this paper is to explain
how this can be refined in the presence of non-trivial endomorphisms.
To describe the result, consider an abelian scheme X → S of relative dimension g whose
endomorphism algebra D = End0(X/S) is a simple algebra. (This is the essential case, to which
the general case is reduced; see 4.8.) The group Dop,∗ acts on CH(X) and on the motives
Ri(X/S), which are objects of the category Mot0(S) of relative Chow motives over S. This
induces the structure of a Dop,∗-representation on Hom
Mot
0(S)
(
M,R(X/S)
)
, for any relative
Chow motive M .
Let G be Dop,∗, viewed as a reductive group over Q. The irreducible representations of G
over Q are indexed by the Γ-orbits in a space X+ of highest weight vectors, where Γ is the
absolute Galois group of the center of D. There is a natural “weight function” ‖ ‖ : X+/Γ→ Z.
We define an explicit finite subset Xadm/Γ ⊂ X+/Γ of “admissible” elements, and we describe
an involution ξ 7→ ξ⋆ of this set, with ‖ξ⋆‖ = 2g − ‖ξ‖; see the body of the text for the details.
Our first main result, Theorem 4.3, can then be stated as follows.
Theorem 1. — There is a unique motivic decomposition
(1) R(X/S) =
⊕
ξ∈Xadm/Γ
R(ξ)(X/S)
that is stable under the action of Dop,∗ and has the property that for any motive M the Dop,∗-
representation Hom
Mot
0(S)
(
M,R(ξ)(X/S)
)
is ξ-isotypic. For ξ ∈ Xadm/Γ we have 0 6 ‖ξ‖ 6 2g
and Ri(X/S) is the direct sum of the motives R(ξ)(X/S) with ‖ξ‖ = i. Further we have a
motivic Poincare´ duality isomorphism R(ξ)(X/S)∨
∼
−→ R(ξ
⋆)(X/S)
(
g
)
and, for ξ ∈ Xadm/Γ
with ‖ξ‖ = i, a motivic Fourier duality F : R(ξ)(X/S)
∼
−→ R(ξ
⋆)(X†/S)
(
g − i
)
.
In particular, the Chow groups CHj
(
R(ξ)(X/S)
)
= Hom
Mot
0(S)
(
1(−j), R(ξ)(X/S)
)
are ξ-
isotypic as representations of Dop,∗.
0.2. The second goal of the paper is to construct a canonical motivic Lefschetz decomposition.
As Ku¨nnemann has shown in [14], the choice of a polarization of X gives a motivic Lefschetz
decomposition of R(X/S) in the category Mot(S) of relative Chow motives with respect to
ungraded correspondences. This decomposition depends on the choice of the polarization; it is
not, in general, compatible with the decomposition of Theorem 1.
In [17] Looijenga and Lunts introduced the idea that one may replace the Lie algebra sl2 that
gives the Lefschetz decomposition, by a larger “Ne´ron-Severi Lie algebra” gNS that is generated
by the Lefschetz and Lambda operators associated to all possible choices of a polarization; they
studied these operators on the cohomology of complex varieties and obtained some important
results on the structure of the resulting Lie algebra.
Our canonical (generalized) Lefschetz decomposition of R(X/S) is obtained from the action
of a Lie algebra g = sp(X ×SX
†) on R(X/S); see Theorem 5.6. This Lie algebra g is essentially
the Lie algebra gNS of Looijenga and Lunts. (In some cases it is slightly bigger.) It has a grading
g = g−2 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g2. The degree zero part g0 is given by the endomorphisms of X. The elements
of g2 (resp. g−2) are the symmetric homomorphisms X → X
† (resp. X† → X), acting on
R(X/S) through Lefschetz operators (resp. Lambda operators) as defined by Ku¨nnemann. Our
main new contribution is that we establish a commutation relation between arbitrary Lefschetz
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and Lambda operators. (In [14] this is only done in the case where L and Λ come from the same
polarization of X.) We should note that the action of g on the motive is also closely related to
earlier work of Mukai, Orlov and, especially, Polishchuk; see the introduction of Section 5 for
further discussion.
As an application of Theorem 5.6, we obtain a generalized motivic Lefschetz decomposition.
The result can be summarized as follows.
Theorem 2. — There is a unique motivic decomposition
(2) R(X/S) =
⊕
ψ∈Irrep(g)
Rψ(X/S)
in the category Mot(S) that is stable under the action of g and has the property that for any
motive M the g-representation Hom
Mot(S)
(
M,Rψ(X/S)
)
is ψ-isotypic. This decomposition is
stable under the action of Dop,∗ and there is a unique decomposition
R(X/S) =
⊕
ψ∈Irrep(g)
ξ∈Xadm/Γ
R
(ξ)
ψ (X/S)
in Mot0(S) that is a common refinement of the decompositions (1) and (2).
0.3. We refer to the motives Rψ(X/S) as the Lefschetz components of R(X/S). There are
only finitely many non-zero Lefschetz components; see Remark 6.6 for how to determine which
ψ ∈ Irrep(g) occur.
For a Lefschetz component Rψ = Rψ(X/S) there is an integer m such that Rψ lives in
degree g −m, g −m+2, . . . , g +m. The summand Rprimψ = R
g−m
ψ in the lowest degree is called
the primitive part of Rψ. In the classical case, when D = Q, the Lefschetz component Rψ is
isomorphic to ⊕mj=0R
prim
ψ (−j). In general, however, Rψ is no longer a sum of copies of Tate
twists of Rprimψ and something new happens. The primitive part should, in fact, not be thought
of as a “building block” for the whole Lefschetz component. This role is taken by a smaller
piece Pψ(X/S) that we call the core of the Lefschetz motive.
Theorem 3. — Let ψ: g → gl(V ) be an irreducible representation over Q such that the cor-
responding Lefschetz component Rψ(X/S) is non-zero, and consider the division algebra B =
Endg(V ). Then there exists a motive Pψ(X/S) with right B-action such that Rψ(X/S) ∼=
Pψ(X/S) ⊗B V .
See Theorem 6.5 in the text for a more precise version of this result, containing a more
intrinsic description of the core. Let us note that the description of the Lefschetz component in
the form “core⊗B representation” seems new even if we pass to realizations. The primitive part
Rprimψ of a Lefschetz component is isomorphic to a sum of copies of the core Pψ.
0.4. In the final section of the paper, we apply our techniques to answer a question of Claire
Voisin. If X is an abelian variety over a field we have Beauville’s decomposition of CH(X), and
it seems plausible that the associated descending filtration is a Bloch-Beilinson filtration. This
speculation leads to some concrete, but very difficult, questions. For instance, it is expected that
the cycle map should be injective on the zeroth layer CH(0) = ⊕j CH
j
(0)(X), but this seems to be
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beyond reach of the presently available techniques. Voisin’s question is whether the cycle class
map is injective on the classes that are polynomial expressions in the symmetric divisor classes.
This is the analogue for abelian varieties of Beauville’s conjecture in [4] about the so-called weak
splitting property. We obtain a positive answer to Voisin’s question.
Theorem 4. — Let X be an abelian variety over a field F . Let y ∈ CH(X) be an element that can
be written as y = P (ℓ1, . . . , ℓr) for some polynomial P ∈ Q[t1, . . . , tr] and classes ℓi ∈ CH
1
(0)(X).
If y is numerically trivial, y = 0.
We have a similar result about the first “layer” CH(1)(X); in this case we prove that the
Abel-Jacobi map is injective on the set of classes y ∈ CH(1)(X) that can be written as a
polynomial in divisor classes. See Theorem 8.6.
To conclude this introduction let us note that G. Ancona, in his Paris thesis [1], has in-
dependently obtained related results for universal abelian schemes over PEL Shimura varieties
over C.
Acknowledgements. — I thank Christopher Deninger, He´le`ne Esnault, Klaus Ku¨nnemann and
Frans Oort for their comments on an earlier version of the paper. I thank Claire Voisin for
suggesting the problem discussed in Section 8.
Conventions. — Throughout, Chow groups are taken with Q-coefficients. Unless specified
otherwise, all actions of groups or algebras are left actions. If x is an element in a Q-algebra,
we use the divided power notation x[n] for xn/n!.
1. Some inputs from representation theory
1.1. In this section we consider a simple algebra B of finite dimension over a field k of charac-
teristic 0. Let K be the center of B, let [K : k] = n and d = dimK(B)
1/2.
Let k¯ be an algebraic closure of k and let Σ(K) denote the set of k-algebra homomorphisms
K → k¯. Let K˜ denote the normal closure of K inside k¯, and write Γ = Gal(K˜/k). The natural
action of Gal(k¯/k) on Σ(K) factors through an action of Γ.
1.2. Let H be the reductive group over K with H(R) = (B ⊗K R)
∗ for any commutative K-
algebra R. Let
(
X(H),Φ,X∨(H),Φ∨,∆
)
be the based root datum of H. We need to recall the
definition of X(H); see for instance [30], Section 1.2, for further details. Consider pairs (T,Q)
consisting of a maximal torus T ⊂ HK¯ and a Borel subgroup Q ⊂ HK¯ containing T . Given
such a pair, let X(T,Q) denote the character group of T . If (T
′, Q′) is another pair, there exists
an element h ∈ H(K¯) such that hTh−1 = T ′ and hQh−1 = Q′. The induced isomorphism
X(T ′,Q′)
∼
−→ X(T,Q) is independent of the choice of h and X(H) is defined as the projective limit
of the groups X(T,Q). For any pair (T,Q) the natural map X(H)→ X(T,Q) is an isomorphism.
There is a natural choice for an ordered Z-basis {e1, . . . , ed} of X(H), obtained in the
following way. Choose an isomorphism of K¯-algebras a: B ⊗K K¯
∼
−→ Md(K¯); this induces an
isomorphism ξ: HK¯
∼
−→ GLd,K¯ . Let T ⊂ Q ⊂ HK¯ be the maximal torus and Borel subgroup such
that ξ(T ) is the diagonal torus and ξ(Q) is the upper triangular Borel. Let ǫ′j : ξ(T )→ Gm,K¯ be
the character that sends a diagonal matrix with entries (c1, . . . , cd) to cj , and define ǫj ∈ X(T,Q)
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by ǫj = ǫ
′
j ◦ ξ. Then {ǫ1, . . . , ǫd} is an ordered Z-basis of X(T,Q). Now define {e1, . . . , ed} to
be the ordered Z-basis of X(H) such that ej 7→ ǫj under the isomorphism X(H)
∼
−→ X(T,Q).
It follows from the Skolem-Noether theorem and the definition of X(H) that the ordered basis
thus obtained does not depend on the choice of the isomorphism a. Further it is clear from the
construction that the roots are the vectors ei − ej for i 6= j, and that the basis of positive roots
is given by ∆ =
{
ei − ei+1
∣∣ i = 1, . . . , d− 1}.
1.3. The group H is an inner form of GLd; hence the Galois group Gal(K/K) acts trivially on
the root datum of H. By [26], Thm. 7.2, we have a bijective correspondence between the set
of irreducible finite-dimensional representations of H over K and the set X(H)+ of dominant
weights.
With respect to the ordered basis {e1, . . . , ed} as in 1.2, the dominant weights are the vectors
λ1e1+ · · ·+λded for λ = (λ1, . . . , λd) ∈ Z
d with λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λd. This gives an identification
of X(H)+ with the set
(1.3.1) Λ+ =
{
λ = (λ1, . . . , λd) ∈ Z
d
∣∣ λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λd} .
For λ ∈ Λ+ = X(H)+, let ψλ be the corresponding irreducible representation of H over K.
If φλ is the irreducible representation of GLd with highest weight given by λ, the represen-
tation ψλ is a K-form of the representation φ
⊕d(λ)
λ for some integer d(λ) that divides d. For later
use, let us also recall that if λd > 0, the representation φλ is the one obtained from the standard
representation of GLd applying the Schur functor Sλ. In the general case, without the assump-
tion that λd > 0, we take an integer m with λd +m > 0; then φλ = φ(λ1+m,...,λd+m) ⊗ det
−m.
See for instance [9], Section 15.5.
1.4. Next we consider the reductive group G = ResK/kH over k. If R is a commutative k-
algebra, G(R) = (B ⊗k R)
∗. The set X(G)+ of dominant weights of Gk¯ is given by X(G)
+ =
⊕σ∈Σ(K) X(H)
+. Via the identification X(H)+ = Λ+ of 1.3, we obtain an identification of X(G)+
with the set
X+ =
⊕
σ∈Σ(K)
Λ+ .
The Galois group Gal(k¯/k) acts on X+ = X(G)+ by its permutation of the summands; hence
this action factors through an action of Γ. By [26], Thm. 7.2, the irreducible k-representations
of G are indexed by the elements of X+/Γ. If ξ is a Γ-orbit in X+ we denote the corresponding
irreducible representation of G by ρξ.
We have a natural isomorphism GK˜
∼=
∏
σ∈Σ(K) Hσ, with Hσ = H ⊗K,σ K˜. The repre-
sentation ρξ,K˜ decomposes as a direct sum ⊕λ∈ξ Ψλ, where Ψλ is the external tensor product
⊠σ∈Σ(K) ψλ(σ). (Here λ ∈ X
+ is viewed as a function Σ(K)→ Λ+.)
Note that, since G(k) = B∗ is Zariski dense in G, the representations ρξ, for ξ ∈ X
+/Γ, are
still irreducible and mutually non-equivalent as representations of the abstract group B∗.
1.5. Choose a k-basis {β1, . . . , βN} for B (with N = nd
2). If E is a commutative k-algebra, we
call a map r: B → E a multiplicative homogeneous polynomial map over k of degree i if it has
the following properties:
(a) r is multiplicative, in the sense that r(1) = 1 and r(b1b2) = r(b1)r(b2) for all b1, b2 ∈ B;
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(b) there exists a homogeneous polynomial P ∈ E[t1, . . . , tN ] of degree i such that r(c1β1 +
· · ·+ cNβN ) = P (c1, . . . , cN ) for all c1, . . . , cN ∈ k.
Note that the polynomial P in (b) is uniquely determined, because k is an infinite field.
Let V be a finite dimensional k-vector space. Consider a multiplicative homogeneous poly-
nomial map r: B → Endk(V ) over k of degree i. If R is a commutative k-algebra, define
rR: B ⊗k R → EndR(V ⊗k R) = Endk(V ) ⊗k R by the relation rR(c1β1 + · · · + cNβN ) =
P (c1, . . . , cN ), for c1, . . . , cN ∈ R. Using that r is multiplicative plus the fact that the field k
is infinite, one easily shows that the map rR is again multiplicative. Hence this construction
defines an algebraic representation φr: G→ GL(V ) over k. We refer to the representations of G,
or of B∗ = G(k), that are obtained in this manner as the polynomial representations of degree i.
1.6. Define a subset Λpol ⊂ Λ+ by the condition that λd > 0, i.e.,
(1.6.1) Λpol =
{
λ = (λ1, . . . , λd) ∈ Z
d
∣∣ λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λd > 0} .
Define Xpol = ⊕σ∈Σ(K) Λ
pol, which is a Γ-stable subset of X+.
For λ ∈ Xpol, define ‖λ‖ =
∑
σ∈Σ(K)
∣∣λ(σ)∣∣. As the map Xpol → Z>0 given by λ 7→ ‖λ‖ is
Γ-invariant, it descends to a map ‖ ‖ : Xpol/Γ→ Z>0.
1.7. Proposition. — Let φ: B∗ → GL(V ) be a polynomial representation of degree i. Then there
is a unique decomposition
(1.7.1) (V, φ) =
⊕
ξ∈Xpol/Γ
‖ξ‖=i
(V (ξ), φ(ξ))
such that (V (ξ), φ(ξ)) is isomorphic to a sum of copies of the irreducible representation ρξ.
Proof. By construction, φ: B∗ → GL(V ) is obtained from an algebraic representation φr: G →
GL(V ) by evaluation on k-rational points. The irreducible representations that occur in φr are
again polynomial of degree i, and this property is preserved if we extend scalars to K¯. Using
the description of the representations ρξ,K¯ given in 1.3 and 1.4 we see that the only irreducible
representations ρξ that are polynomial of degree i are those with ξ ∈ X
pol/Γ and ‖ξ‖ = i. 
1.8. Example. — The reduced norm Nrd: B∗ → k∗ is a polynomial representation of degree nd.
It corresponds to the Γ-orbit in Xpol that consists of the single element ν: Σ(K) → Λpol with
ν(σ) = (1, . . . , 1) for all σ ∈ Σ(K). If ξ ∈ Xpol/Γ is the orbit of λ: Σ(K) → Λpol, the represen-
tation Nrd⊗ ρξ is again polynomial; it corresponds to the Γ-orbit in X
pol of the sum ν + λ.
1.9. Remark. — We shall have to deal with multiplicative homogeneous polynomial maps
r: B → Endk(V ) of degree i where V is no longer assumed to have finite k-dimension. Then V
is the union of its finite dimensional subspaces V ′ that are stable under all operators r(b) for
b ∈ B; see for instance [7], II, §2, 3.1. Hence, we again have a decomposition (1.7.1), of course
with the understanding that the (V (ξ), φ(ξ)) will now in general be infinite sums of copies of ρξ.
We refer to V (ξ) as the ξ-isotypic component of V .
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2. Preliminaries on the action of endomorphisms on the Chow motive
2.1. Throughout this section, F is a Dedekind ring and S denotes a connected scheme that
is smooth and of finite type over F . Let Mot0(S) be the category of Chow motives over S
with respect to graded correspondences, as defined as in [8], 1.6. Note that all results from [8]
are valid in the generality considered here; see [16], Remark 1.1. (I thank K. Ku¨nnemann for
pointing this out to me.)
Let VS denote the category of smooth projective S-schemes. We have a contravariant
functor VS → Mot
0(S), sending a smooth projective X → S to R(X/S) = (X, [tΓid], 0) and
sending f : X → Y to the morphism [tΓf ]: R(Y/S) → R(X/S). The induced map on Chow
rings is the pull-back map f∗.
Let X → S be an abelian scheme of relative dimension g over S. For m ∈ Z, let
mult(m): X → X denote the multiplication by m map. By [8], Cor. 3.2 the relative motive
R(X/S) decomposes in Mot0(S) as
(2.1.1) R(X/S) =
2g⊕
i=0
Ri(X/S) ,
in such a way that [tΓmult(m)] acts on R
i(X/S) as multiplication by mi. Let [∆X/S] =
∑2g
i=0 πi
be the corresponding decomposition of the diagonal of X ×S X. If the context requires it we
write πX/S,i instead of πi. It is convenient to define R
i(X/S) = 0 and πi = 0 if i /∈ {0, . . . , 2g}.
If f : X → Y is a homomorphism of abelian schemes over S we have [tΓf ] ◦ πY/S,i =
πX/S,i ◦ [
tΓf ] for all i.
The first goal of this paper is to explain how, in the presence of non-trivial endomorphisms,
the decomposition (2.1.1) may be refined. As a first example we consider the case of a product
of abelian schemes. The following result is an immediate consequence of the work of Deninger
and Murre in [8].
2.2. Proposition. — Let X1, . . . ,Xr be abelian schemes over S with Xν of relative dimension gν .
Write X = X1 ×S · · · ×S Xr, let g = g1 + · · ·+ gr and
IX =
{
i = (i1, . . . , ir) ∈ Z
r
∣∣ 0 6 iν 6 2gν} .
For m = (m1, . . . ,mr), let mult(m) ∈ End(X/S) be given by (x1, . . . , xr) 7→ (m1x1, . . . ,mrxr),
and let mi = mi11 · · ·m
ir
r . Then there is a unique decomposition
(2.2.1)
[
∆X/S
]
=
∑
i∈IX
πi
in End
Mot
0(S)
(
R(X/S)
)
= CHg(X ×S X) such that the elements πi are mutually orthogonal
idempotents and such that [tΓmult(m)] ◦ πi = m
i · πi for all m ∈ Z
r and i ∈ IX . Moreover,
πi ◦ [
tΓmult(m)] =m
i · πi for all m and i. Corresponding to (2.2.1) we have a decomposition
R(X/S) =
⊕
i∈IX
Ri(X/S)
such that [tΓmult(m)] acts on R
i(X/S) as multiplication by mi.
Proof. This follows from the main results of [8] by taking tensor products. We have R(X/S) =
R(X1/S)⊗· · ·⊗R(Xr/S) inMot
0(S). Now take πi = πX1/S,i1⊗· · ·⊗πXr/S,ir for i = (i1, . . . , ir) ∈
IX . 
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2.3. Example. — (Cf. [15], (3.1.2)(ii).) Let X and Y be abelian schemes over S with X of
relative dimension g. If z ∈ CH(X ×S Y ) we have a decomposition z =
∑
zi,j such that
[m,n]∗(zi,j) = m
inj ·zi,j for all integers m and n. It follows from the relations in [8], Prop. 1.2.1,
together with the motivic Poincare´ duality tπi = π2g−i that zi,j = πY/S,j ◦ z ◦ πX/S,2g−i.
We apply this with Y = X†, the dual of X. Let ℓ = ℓX ∈ CH
1(X×SX
†) be the first Chern
class of the Poincare´ bundle, and recall that we use the divided power notation ℓ[n] = ℓn/n!.
Then ℓ = ℓ1,1; hence, ℓ
[i] = πi(X
†/S) ◦ ℓ[i] ◦ π2g−i(X/S). Now use the Mukai-Beauville relation
F † ◦F = (−1)g [−1]∗ and view ℓ[i] ∈ CHi(X×SX
†) as a morphism from R(X/S) = ⊕Rj(X/S)
to R(X†/S)
(
g − i
)
= ⊕Rj(X†/S)
(
i − g
)
. It follows that the only non-zero component of this
morphism is a Fourier duality isomorphism
(2.3.1) ℓ[i]: R2g−i(X/S)
∼
−→ Ri(X†/S)
(
i− g
)
.
(The interpretation is that the dual abelian scheme is the Poincare´ dual of X. Indeed, com-
bining (2.3.1) with the motivic Poincare´ duality Ri(X/S)∨ = R2g−i(X/S)
(
g
)
we find that
Ri(X†/S) ∼= Ri(X/S)∨
(
−i
)
.)
2.4. With S as in 2.1, consider an abelian scheme X → S of relative dimension g > 0. If
m is a nonzero integer, it follows from the results discussed above that the endomorphisms
[tΓmult(m)] and [Γmult(m)] of R(X/S) are invertible. Every element α of the endomorphism
algebra D = End0(X/S) can be written in the form α = f/m for some f ∈ End(X/S) and some
integer m 6= 0. We then define classes [tΓα] and [Γα] in CH
g(X ×S X) by
[tΓα] = [
tΓf ] ◦ [
tΓmult(m)]
−1 , [Γα] = [Γf ] ◦ [Γmult(m)]
−1 .
In what follows we denote the induced endomorphisms of CH(X) simply by α∗ and α∗.
For i > 0 we have πi ◦ [
tΓα] = [
tΓα] ◦ πi. Define r
(i): Dop → End
Mot
0(S)
(
Ri(X/S)
)
by
r(i)(α) = [tΓα]◦πi. The maps r
(i) are multiplicative but not, in general, additive. In particular,
the group Dop,∗ acts on Ri(X/S) by automorphisms.
2.5. Proposition. — The map r(1): Dop → End
Mot
0(S)
(
R1(X/S)
)
is an isomorphism of Q-
algebras.
Proof. See [13], Prop. 2.2.1. 
2.6. Corollary. — The map r(i): Dop → End
Mot
0(S)
(
Ri(X/S)
)
defined in 2.4 is a multiplicative
homogeneous polynomial map over Q of degree i.
Proof. We already know that r(i) is multiplicative. Taking the isomorphism Ri(X/S)
∼
−→
∧iR1(X/S) of [15], Thm. (3.3.1), as an identification, the map r(i) is the composition of the
homomorphism r(1) with the map End
Mot
0(S)
(
R1(X/S)
)
→ End
Mot
0(S)
(
Ri(X/S)
)
that sends
an endomorphism h of R1(X/S) to the induced endomorphism ∧ih = h ∧ · · · ∧ h of Ri(X/S).
It follows that r(i) is a homogeneous polynomial map of degree i. 
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3. Duality
3.1. Again let X → S be an abelian scheme of relative dimension g. We assume that the
endomorphism algebra D = End0(X/S) is a simple Q-algebra of finite dimension. (For the
general case see 4.8.) Let K be the center of D. Let n = [K : Q] and d = dimK(D)
1/2. Let
Σ(K) be the set of ring homomorphisms K → Q, let K˜ ⊂ Q denote the normal closure of K
inside Q, and write Γ = Gal(K˜/Q).
We apply the theory of Section 1 with k = Q and three different choices for B, to be
discussed in more detail below. In each case B is central simple of dimension d2 over K. The
meaning of Σ(K) and Γ is the same in all cases and the notation we use is consistent with the
notation introduced in Section 1. In each case we index the irreducible algebraic representations
of B∗ by X+/Γ, following the method discussed in 1.2–1.4.
Let us now give some more details about the group actions we consider.
(a) We shall mostly take the cohomological perspective. In this case we consider B = Dop,
acting on CH(X) through the operators f∗. Let H denote the reductive group over K with
H(R) = (Dop⊗KR)
∗ and let G = ResK/QH. For λ ∈ Λ
+, let ψλ be the corresponding irre-
ducible representation of H over K. For ξ ∈ X+/Γ, let ρξ be the corresponding irreducible
representation of G(Q) = Dop,∗ over Q.
(b) In order to describe Poincare´ duality we need the homological perspective, letting B = D
act on CH(X) through the operators f∗. Let H
′ be the reductive group over K with
H ′(R) = (D ⊗K R)
∗ and let G′ = ResK/QH
′, which is the opposite of the group G. For
λ ∈ Λ+, let ψ′λ be the corresponding irreducible representation of H
′ over K. For ξ ∈ X+/Γ,
the corresponding irreducible representation of G′(Q) = D∗ over Q is denoted by ρ′ξ.
(c) Let X† → S be the dual abelian scheme and let D† = End(X†/S)⊗Q. If f is an endomor-
phism of X/S, let f †: X† → X† denote the dual endomorphism. The map f 7→ f † gives
an isomorphism of Q-algebras D
∼
−→ D†,op and we use this to identify the center of D†,op
with K. (This may lead to confusion; see 3.5.) For the rest the pattern is the same as
in (a). We consider CH(X†) as a representation of D†,op,∗, with g ∈ D†,op acting as g∗. For
ξ ∈ X+/Γ, let ρ†ξ be the corresponding irreducible representation of D
†,op,∗ over Q.
3.2. Lemma. — Let λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λd) be an element of Λ
+. Then the representation τ of H ′
over K given by τ(h) = ψλ(h
−1) is isomorphic to ψ′µ, where µ = (−λd, . . . ,−λ1).
Proof. It is clear that τ is an irreducible representation of H ′. As the representations are
determined by their highest weights, we may work over K¯. Choose an isomorphism of K¯-
algebras a: Dop
K¯
∼
−→ Md(K¯), and define a
′: DK¯
∼
−→ Md(K¯) by a
′(δ) = ta(δ), the transpose of
a(δ). Let ξ: HK¯
∼
−→ GLd,K¯ and ξ
′: H ′
K¯
∼
−→ GLd,K¯ be the induced isomorphisms of algebraic
groups. Via these isomorphisms we can view both ψλ and τ as representations of GLd,K¯ ; in
other words, we consider ψλ ◦ ξ
−1 and τ ◦ (ξ′)−1. In both cases the highest weight is taken with
regard to the diagonal torus T and the upper triangular Borel Q ⊂ GLd. We have(
τ ◦ (ξ′)−1
)
(g) =
(
ψλ ◦ ξ
−1
)
(tg−1) .
Let β be the automorphism of GLd given by g 7→
tg−1. Then β(T ) = T and β(Q) = Q−,
the lower triangular Borel subgroup. If A ∈ GLd(K) is the anti-diagonal matrix with all
anti-diagonal coefficients equal to 1, the inner automorphism Inn(A) transforms (T,Q−) back
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to (T,Q), and the effect of Inn(A) ◦ β on the character group of T is given by ei 7→ −ed−i.
Hence if ψλ ◦ ξ
−1 has highest weight λ1e1 + · · · + λded, the highest weight of τ ◦ (ξ
′)−1 is
−λde1 − · · · − λ1ed. 
3.3. Notation. — For λ = (λ1, . . . , λd) in Λ
+ define
λ⋆ =
(
2g
nd
− λd, . . . ,
2g
nd
− λ1
)
.
Note that 2g/nd is an integer; see [20], Chap. 19, Corollary to Thm. 4. Hence λ⋆ is again an
element of Λ+. For λ ∈ X+, define λ⋆ ∈ X+ by the rule λ⋆(σ) = λ(σ)⋆. For ξ ∈ X+/Γ, let ξ⋆
denote the Γ-orbit consisting of the elements λ⋆, for λ ∈ ξ. Note that ‖ξ⋆‖ = 2g − ‖ξ‖.
3.4. Proposition. — Let V ⊂ CH(X) be an irreducible subrepresentation of Dop,∗ that is iso-
morphic to ρξ.
(i) The subspace V ⊂ CH(X) is stable under the action of the operators f∗, for f ∈ D, and
V is isomorphic to ρ′ξ⋆ as a representation of D
∗.
(ii) Let F : CH(X)
∼
−→ CH(X†) be the Fourier transform. Then F (V ) ⊂ CH(X†) is an
irreducible subrepresentation of D†,op,∗ that is isomorphic to ρ†ξ⋆ .
Proof. (i) Let f ∈ Dop,∗. Then f is a quasi-isogeny of X to itself. Its degree deg(f) equals
Nrd(f)(2g/nd), where Nrd: Dop,∗ → Q∗ is the reduced norm character. (See 1.8.) For z ∈ CH(X)
we have the relation f∗(z) = deg(f) · (1/f)
∗
(
z
)
. Now use 1.8 and Lemma 3.2.
(ii) For f ∈ D and z ∈ CH(X) we have the relation F
(
f∗(z)
)
= f †,∗
(
F (z)
)
. So (ii) follows
from (i). 
3.5. Caution. — The field K is either totally real or a CM field. In (ii) of the Proposition, it is
important that we identify K with the center of D†,op via the isomorphism D
∼
−→ D†,op given by
f 7→ f †. If we choose a polarization θ: X → X†, the resulting isomorphism D
∼
−→ D† gives the
complex conjugate identification of K with the center of D†,op. Under that identification, the
Fourier dual of a Dop,∗-subrepresentation V ⊂ CH(X) of type ρξ is a D
†,op,∗-subrepresentation
F (V ) ⊂ CH(X†) of type ρ†
ξ¯⋆
, where ξ¯⋆ ∈ Xadm/Γ is the complex conjugate of ξ⋆.
4. Motivic decomposition
We retain the notation and assumptions of 3.1.
4.1. Define a subset Λadm ⊂ Λpol of “admissible” elements by the condition that (2g/nd) > λ1;
so,
Λadm =
{
λ = (λ1, . . . , λd) ∈ Z
d
∣∣∣ 2g
nd
> λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λd > 0
}
.
Define Xadm = ⊕σ∈Σ(K) Λ
adm, which is a Γ-stable subset of X+. Note that 0 6 ‖ξ‖ 6 2g for all
ξ ∈ Xadm/Γ. If λ ∈ Xadm then λ⋆ is an element of Xadm, too; hence ξ 7→ ξ⋆ is an involutive
automorphism of Xadm/Γ.
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4.2. Theorem. — There is a unique decomposition
(4.2.1) CH(X) =
⊕
ξ∈Xadm/Γ
CH(ξ)(X)
as a representation of Dop,∗, such that CH(ξ)(X) is ξ-isotypic. The subspace CH
(
Ri(X/S)
)
⊂
CH(X) is the direct sum of the CH(ξ)(X) with ‖ξ‖ = i. For ξ ∈ Xadm/Γ, the Fourier trans-
form F restricts to an isomorphism F : CH(ξ)(X)
∼
−→ CH(ξ
⋆)(X†).
Proof. By 2.6 we can apply Prop. 1.7. This gives a decomposition of CH
(
Ri(X/S)
)
as a direct
sum of subspaces CH(ξ)
(
Ri(X/S)
)
for ξ ∈ Xpol/Γ with ‖ξ‖ = i. (Cf. 1.9.) If CH(ξ)
(
Ri(X/S)
)
6=
0 then it follows from Prop. 3.4 that ξ⋆ lies in the subset Xpol/Γ ⊂ X+/Γ. This implies that
ξ ∈ Xadm/Γ. The last assertion is immediate from Prop. 3.4(ii). 
As the decomposition of the Chow group has good functorial properties, we obtain from it
a motivic decomposition.
4.3. Theorem. — (i) There is a unique decomposition
(4.3.1) R(X/S) =
⊕
ξ∈Xadm/Γ
R(ξ)(X/S) ,
in Mot0(S) that is stable under the action of Dop,∗ and has the property that for any M
in Mot0(S) the Dop,∗-representation Hom
Mot
0(S)
(
M,R(ξ)(X/S)
)
is ξ-isotypic. The submotive
Ri(X/S) is the direct sum of the R(ξ)(X/S) with ‖ξ‖ = i.
(ii) For ξ ∈ Xadm/Γ the subspace CH
(
R(ξ)(X/S)
)
⊂ CH(X) is the ξ-isotypic component
CH(ξ)(X) ⊂ CH(X) of (4.2.1).
(iii) Let δξ be the idempotent in CH
g(X ×S X) = End
Mot
0(S)
(
R(X/S)
)
that defines the
submotive R(ξ)(X/S), so that [∆X/S ] =
∑
ξ∈Xadm/Γ δξ is the decomposition of the diagonal that
corresponds with (4.3.1). Then tδξ = δξ⋆ ; hence
R(ξ)(X/S)∨ = R(ξ
⋆)(X/S)
(
g
)
.
(iv) The motivic Fourier duality R2g−i(X/S)
∼
−→ Ri(X†/S)
(
i − g
)
of (2.3.1) is the direct
sum of isomorphisms
R(ξ)(X/S)
∼
−→ R(ξ
⋆)(X†/S)
(
i− g
)
for ξ ∈ Xadm/Γ with ‖ξ‖ = 2g − i.
Proof. Let M = (Y, p,m) be an object of Mot0(S). We first assume Y is connected. Viewing
Y ×S X as an abelian scheme over Y via the first projection, Thm. 4.2 gives us an isotypic
decomposition CH(Y ×SX) = ⊕ξ∈Xadm/Γ CH
(ξ)(Y ×SX). Note that α ∈ D acts on CH(Y ×SX)
as (idY × α)
∗.
By definition, Hom
Mot
0(S)
(
M,R(X/S)
)
= CHd−m(Y ×S X) ◦ p, with d = dim(Y/S). By
[8], Prop. 1.2.1, we have (1 × α)∗
(
ζ ◦ p
)
= (1 × α)∗ζ ◦ p for all α ∈ D and ζ ∈ CH(Y ×S X);
this just says that the endomorphism of CH(Y ×S X) given by ζ 7→ ζ ◦ p is D
op,∗-equivariant.
Hence we have a decomposition
(4.3.2) Hom
Mot
0(S)
(
M,R(X/S)
)
=
⊕
ξ∈Xadm/Γ
H(ξ)
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with H(ξ) a ξ-isotypic representation of Dop,∗. If Y is not connected we obtain the same
conclusion by first decomposingM as a finite sum of motives on connected S-schemes. Moreover,
it is straightforward to verify that the decomposition (4.3.2) is functorial. By Yoneda, together
with the fact that Mot0(S) is pseudo-abelian, we therefore have a decomposition (4.3.1) with
the properties stated in (i).
Part (ii) of the theorem follows from (i) by taking M = 1(−j) for various j, and (iv) follows
from the last assertion of Thm. 4.2, again using a Yoneda argument.
For (iii) we first recall from 3.1(c) that we have a natural isomorphism τ : D∗ ∼= D†,op,∗. On
Ri(X/S)∨ we have an action of D∗. On Ri(X†/S)
(
i
)
we have an action of D†,op,∗. Further, the
isomorphism Ri(X/S)∨
∼
−→ Ri(X†/S)
(
i
)
of 2.3 is equivariant with respect to τ . (Cf. the proof
of 3.4(ii).) With these remarks, (iii) follows from (iv). 
4.4. Remark. — Viewing X ×SX as an abelian scheme over X via the first projection we have
a decomposition CH(X ×S X) = ⊕ξ∈Xadm/Γ CH
(ξ)(X ×S X). The projectors δξ that give (4.3.1)
are the components of the identity [tΓid] in this decomposition.
4.5. Example. — Suppose D is a quaternion algebra with center Q. In this case X(G)adm/Γ
is the set of pairs λ = (λ1, λ2) with g > λ1 > λ2 > 0. Viewing D
op,∗ as an inner form of GL2
over Q, the irreducible representation ρλ associated with λ (which in this case is the same as the
representation ψλ of 1.3) is a Q-form of d(λ) copies of the representation Sym
λ1−λ2(V )⊗det⊗λ2 ,
where V is the standard representation of GL2 and where
(4.5.1) d(λ) =
{
1 if λ1 − λ2 is even;
2 if λ1 − λ2 is odd.
For 0 6 i 6 g we obtain a decomposition
Ri(X/S) = R(i,0) ⊕R(i−1,1) ⊕ · · · ⊕R(ν,i−ν) with ν = ⌊i/2⌋.
For g 6 i 6 2g the decomposition takes the form
Ri(X/S) = R(g,i−g) ⊕R(g−1,i+1−g) ⊕ · · · ⊕R(g−ν,i+ν−g) with ν = ⌊(2g − i)/2⌋.
Fourier duality exchanges R(λ1,λ2)(X/S) and R(g−λ2,g−λ1)(X†/S). By looking at cohomology
we can see that in general all summands R(λ1,λ2) in the indicated range are non-zero.
A formal consequence of Thm. 4.3 is that we also get a decomposition of any realization of
R(X/S) on a Q-vector space.
4.6. Corollary. — Let VectQ be the category of Q-vector spaces. If Φ: Mot
0(S) → VectQ is a
Q-linear functor, Φ
(
R(X/S)
)
= ⊕ξ∈Xadm/ΓΦ
(
R(ξ)(X/S)
)
and Φ
(
R(ξ)(X/S)
)
is ξ-isotypic as a
representation of Dop,∗.
Proof. Write R(ξ) = R(ξ)(X/S). The endomorphism algebra End(R(ξ)) is a representation
of Dop,∗ through its action on the target, and by Thm. 4.3(i) this representation is ξ-isotypic.
Let Eξ ⊂ End(R
(ξ)) be the Dop,∗-subrepresentation generated by the identity. Equivalently, Eξ
is the image of the group algebra Q[Dop,∗] in End(R(ξ)). If u ∈ Φ(R(ξ)), the Dop,∗-submodule
of Φ(R(ξ)) generated by u is a quotient of Eξ; hence this submodule is again ξ-isotypic. 
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4.7. Example. — For the higher Chow groups (with Q-coefficients) we have
CH(X; j) =
⊕
ξ∈Xadm/Γ
CH
(
R(ξ)(X/S); j
)
and CH
(
R(ξ)(X/S); j
)
is ξ-isotypic as a representation of Dop,∗.
Depending on the context we can draw similar conclusions for cohomology. For instance,
if the ground field F is C and if q: X → S is the structural morphism, the variation of Hodge
structure V = Rnq∗QX decomposes as a direct sum ⊕ξ∈Xadm/ΓV
(ξ) where V(ξ) ⊂ V is cut out
by the projector δξ and is ξ-isotypic as a sheaf of D
op,∗-modules.
If we have a cohomology theory with coefficients in a field F of characteristic 0, we can in
general only conclude that the cohomology of R(ξ)(X/S) is a quotient of a sum of copies of ρξ,F.
For instance, if E is a supersingular elliptic curve over Fp, in which case D is a quaternion algebra
over Q, there is a unique class ξ ∈ Xadm/Γ with ‖ξ‖ = 1 (see 4.5) and ρξ has dimension 4; so
the ℓ-adic cohomology H1(E,Qℓ) is only “half” a copy of ρξ,Qℓ .
4.8. Remark. — So far we have assumed that the endomorphism algebra End0(X/S) is a simple
Q-algebra. This assumption was made for simplicity of exposition and is not essential.
Let η be the generic point of S. Then End0(X/S) = End0(Xη/η), so the assumption
that End0(X/S) is simple just means that the generic fiber Xη is isogenous to a power of a
simple abelian variety over η. We do not know if this implies that X, as an abelian scheme
over S, is isogenous to a power of a simple abelian scheme. Similarly, if, in the general case,
End0(X/S) = D1 × · · · × Dr is the decomposition of the endomorphism algebra as a product
of simple factors, we do not know if X is necessarily isogenous to a product Y1 × · · · × Yr with
End0(Yj) = Dj . Nonetheless, the motive R
1(X/S) behaves as if this were the case, since by
Lemma 2.5 we have a decomposition
R1(X/S) =M1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Mr
inMot0(S) withDj acting trivially on the factorsMi for i 6= j. All further arguments go through
without essential changes, and Thms. 4.2 and 4.3 are valid in this more general context, except
that we have to replace the index set Xadm/Γ by the product
∏r
j=1 X
adm
j /Γj of the index sets
associated to the factors Dj . We leave it to the reader to write out the details.
Let us also note that, instead of taking D = End0(X/S), we may work with a semisimple
subalgebra D ⊂ End0(X/S). In fact, taking a smaller algebra may give a finer motivic decom-
position. For example, suppose X = Y × Y for some abelian scheme Y/S with End(Y/S) = Z.
Then the decomposition of 2.2 is finer than the decomposition of R(X/S) we obtain by apply-
ing 4.3 to X, taking D = End0(X/S). However, the finer decomposition in 2.2 does not give
information on how GL2(Q) acts; it only takes into account the action of the diagonal subgroup
Q∗ ×Q∗.
4.9. Remark. — There is another, perhaps more elementary, way to obtain a motivic decom-
position of R(X/S), which coincides with (4.3.1) if D = K but which in general is coarser. For
this we need to work in the category Mot0(S; K˜) of relative Chow motives with coefficients in
the normal closure K˜. Write Ri(X/S; K˜) for the image of Ri(X/S) under the natural functor
Mot
0(S)→ Mot0(S; K˜).
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Let DK˜ = D ⊗Q K˜. Then DK˜ =
∏
σ∈Σ(K) Dσ, where Dσ = D ⊗K,σ K˜. Let 1 =
∑
eσ
be the corresponding decomposition of 1 ∈ DK˜ as a sum of idempotents. By Prop. 2.5 we
have an algebra homomorphism rK˜ : D
op
K˜
→ End
Mot
0(S;K˜)
(
R1(X/S; K˜)
)
. This gives a decom-
position R1(X/S; K˜) = ⊕σ∈Σ(K)Rσ, where Rσ is the submotive of R
1(X/S; K˜) cut out by the
idempotent rK˜(eσ).
Let J = (Z>0)
Σ(K), and for i > 0 define a subset J(i) ⊂ J by
J(i) =
{
j: Σ(K)→ Z>0
∣∣ |j| = i} ,
where |j| =
∑
σ∈Σ(K) j(σ). Taking exterior powers and using Ku¨nnemann’s isomorphism
∧iR1(X/S)
∼
−→ Ri(X/S), we obtain decompositions
Ri(X/S; K˜) =
⊕
j∈J(i)
R{j}(X/S; K˜) such that R{j}(X/S; K˜) ∼=
⊗
σ∈Σ(K)
(
∧j(σ)Rσ
)
.
(The calculation of the exterior powers works as expected; cf. [6], Section 1.) Fixing i > 0,
let 1 =
∑
j∈J(i) e˜j be the corresponding decomposition of 1 ∈ EndMot0(S;K˜)
(
Ri(X/S; K˜)
)
as a
sum of idempotents. The Galois group Γ acts on J(i) and on the endomorphism algebra of the
motive Ri(X/S; K˜). If γ ∈ Γ sends j ∈ J(i) to j′ then γ e˜j = e˜j′ . Hence if η is a Γ-orbit in J(i),
the sum
∑
j∈η e˜j is an idempotent in EndMot0(S)
(
Ri(X/S)
)
. This gives us a decomposition
Ri(X/S) =
⊕
η∈J(i)/Γ
R{η}(X/S)
in Mot0(S) such that R{η}(X/S; K˜) = ⊕j∈η R
{j}(X/S; K˜).
To describe the relation with the decomposition in (4.3.1), consider the map v: Xadm/Γ→
J/Γ that sends the Γ-orbit of λ ∈ Xadm to the Γ-orbit of the function σ 7→ |λ(σ)|. By analyzing
how the groups Dop,∗σ act, we find that R
{η}(X/S) = ⊕R(ξ)(X/S), where the sum runs over the
classes ξ ∈ Xadm/Γ such that v(ξ) = η.
5. A Lie algebra action on the motive
As before we consider an abelian scheme X/S. We no longer assume that the endomorphism
algebraD = End0(X/S) is simple. Write gl(X) forD as a Lie algebra and define a Lie subalgebra
sp(X ×S X
†) ⊂ gl(X ×S X
†) by
sp(X ×S X
†) =
{(
α β
γ −α†
)
∈ End0(X ×X†)
∣∣∣∣∣ β ∈ Hom
0,sym(X†,X)
γ ∈ Hom0,sym(X,X†)
}
.
Here Hom0,sym(X,X†) is the space of elements γ ∈ Hom(X,X†)⊗Q such that γ = γ†; similarly
for Hom0,sym(X†,X).
In this section we construct an action of sp(X×SX
†) on the motive R(X/S) in the category
Mot(S) of relative Chow motives with regard to ungraded correspondences; see Thm. 5.6. This
connects with several ideas and results in the literature. On the one hand, it is related to the
work of Looijenga and Lunts in [17]. They introduced the idea that, given a projective variety Y ,
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rather than choosing one polarization and considering the resulting Lefschetz sl2-action on the
cohomology, one may consider the Lie subalgebra gNS(Y ) of gl
(
H∗(Y )
)
generated by the various
sl2-triples obtained from all possible choices of a polarization. They obtained some general
results about the structure of this “Ne´ron-Severi Lie algebra” gNS(Y ); in particular they proved
(over C) that it is semisimple. For X a complex abelian variety they explicitly determined
the structure of gNS(X); it turns out that gNS(X) is an ideal of the Lie algebra that we call
sp(X ×X†) and that in most cases the two are equal; see [17], Section 3. Our result provides a
lifting of the tautological action of gNS(X) on the cohomology of X to an action on the Chow
motive and it extends this to the full Lie algebra sp(X ×S X
†); a further generalization lies in
the fact that we work in the setting of abelian schemes.
On the other hand, several people have obtained an action of an algebraic group U , whose
Lie algebra is, or is closely related to, sp(X ×S X
†) on, for instance, the derived category of X.
Results of this type have been obtained, independently, by Mukai [19], Polishchuk [23], [24] and
Orlov [22]. (Note that various authors have used different names for the group U in question.) In
[25] Polishchuk extended this to the setting of abelian schemes and obtained (loc. cit., Thm. 5.1)
a kind of projective action on the relative motive. The Lie algebra action on the relative Chow
motive that we construct has the advantage that it is a true action; in general it does not lift to
an action of an algebraic group Sp(X ×X†).
5.1. We start with some technical preparations. Let p: A → S be an abelian scheme over S
of relative dimension g, with zero section e: S → A. Denote by CHg+(A/S) the kernel of the
map p∗: CH
g(A) → CH0(S), which is a nilpotent ideal of CHg(A) for the ∗-product. (See
[12], Section 1.) For y ∈
[
e(S)
]
+ CHg+(A/S) we have a class log(y) ∈ CH
g
+(A/S), defined by
log(y) =
∑
j>1(−1)
j−1yj/j; note that the sum is finite. See [12], Def. 2.1 or also [15], (1.4.2).
If a ∈ A(S) is a section, let [Γa] = a∗[S]; then it is clear that [Γa] ∈
[
e(S)
]
+ CHg+(A/S),
so log[Γa] is defined. If
A′
h
−→ A
p′
y yp
S′ −→ S
is a cartesian square and a′ ∈ A′(S′) is the section induced by a, we have the relation log[Γa′ ] =
h∗ log[Γa].
The section a gives a map ia: A
† → A×A†, by y 7→ (a, y). If ℓA is the first Chern class of
the Poincare´ bundle on A×S A
†, we have log[Γa] = (−1)
g+1FA†(i
∗
aℓA).
Consider an abelian scheme X → S. We may view X ×S X as an abelian scheme over X
via the first projection. The sections of pr1: X
2 → X are in bijective correspondence with the
endomorphisms of X/S. For an endomorphism f : X → X the associated class [Γf ] is the usual
class of the graph of f . More generally, if α ∈ D = End0(X/S), write α = f/m for some
f ∈ End(X/S) and m ∈ Z \ {0}; then we define
[Γα] =
∑
s>0
[Γf ](s)
ms
,
where [Γf ](s) is the component of [Γf ] in CH
g
(s)(X) = CH
g
(
R2g−s(X/S)
)
. Again we have
[Γα] ∈
[
e(S)
]
+ CHg+(A/S); hence log[Γα] is defined. The map D → CH
g(X ×S X) given by
α 7→ log[Γα] is Q-linear.
5.2. Lemma. — Let S and T be connected schemes that are smooth of finite type over a Dedekind
ring F . Let A→ S and B → T be abelian schemes, with zero sections eA and eB, respectively.
Let a ∈ A(S) and b ∈ B(T ) be sections, and consider the resulting section (a× b) of the abelian
scheme A×F B over S ×F T . Then
log[Γ(a×b)] =
(
log[Γa]× [ΓeB ]
)
+
(
[ΓeA ]× log[Γb]
)
as classes on A×F B.
Proof. Let g = dim(A/S) and h = dim(B/T ), and let U = S ×F T . Write A
′ = U ×S A and
B′ = U ×T B, and note that A×F B ∼= A
′ ×U B
′ as U -schemes. We view a (resp. b) as sections
of A′ (resp. B′) over U . Let inclA′ : A
′ → A′ ×U B
′ and inclB′ : B
′ → A′ ×U B
′ be the maps
given by a 7→ (a, 0) and b 7→ (0, b). For the first Chern classes of the Poincare´ bundles we have
the relation
ℓA′×UB′ = pr
∗
A′×UA′,†
(ℓA′) + pr
∗
B′×UB′,†
(ℓB′) .
This gives i∗(a×b)(ℓA′×UB′) = pr
∗
A′,†i
∗
a(ℓA′) + pr
∗
B′,†i
∗
b(ℓB′). By [18], (3.7.1), it follows that
FA′,†×UB′,†
(
i∗(a×b)(ℓA′×UB′)
)
= (−1)h · inclA′,∗FA′,†(i
∗
aℓA′) + (−1)
g · inclB′,∗FB′,†(i
∗
bℓB′) .
Hence,
log[Γ(a×b)] = (−1)
g+1 · inclA′,∗FA′,†(i
∗
aℓA′) + (−1)
h+1 · inclB′,∗FB′,†(i
∗
bℓB′)
= inclA′,∗
(
log[Γa]
)
+ inclB′,∗
(
log[Γb]
)
,
which is just
(
log[Γa]× [ΓeB ]
)
+
(
[ΓeA ]× log[Γb]
)
. 
5.3. We now define the operators that will give us a Lie algebra action on the motive. First we
consider the endomorphisms of X. As the action of Dop,∗ on R(X/S) is algebraic, it induces
an action of the Lie algebra gl(X)op. We convert this into an action of gl(X). Explicitly, for
α ∈ gl(X), let h♯α denote the endomorphism of R(X/S) that acts on R
i(X/S) = ∧iR1(X/S) as
−
(
[tΓα] ∧ id ∧ · · · ∧ id
)
−
(
id ∧ [tΓα] ∧ id ∧ · · · ∧ id
)
− · · · −
(
id ∧ · · · ∧ id ∧ [tΓα]
)
.
(So, α ∈ D = gl(X) acts on R1(X/S) as −[tΓα]; the minus signs come from the isomorphism
D∗
∼
−→ Dop,∗ given by α 7→ α−1. Note that the cohomological grading on R(X/S) corresponds
to the operator h♯−idX = −h
♯
idX
.)
An element of D has a characteristic polynomial (of degree 2g) and in particular also a
trace. Let tr: gl(X)→ Q be the trace map. (So tr(id) = 2g and if D is simple tr is a multiple of
the reduced trace over Q.) Now define operators hα ∈ End
Mot
0(S)
(
R(X/S)
)
, for α ∈ gl(X), by
hα = h
♯
α +
tr(α)
2
· idR(X/S) .
If the context requires it we write h♯X,α and hX,α.
For α ∈ D∗ we have the relation FX ◦ [
tΓα] = [Γα† ]◦FX = deg(α) · [
tΓα−1,† ]◦FX . (Cf. the
proof of Prop. 3.4.) Taking derivatives we obtain −FX ◦ h
♯
X,α =
(
tr(α) + h♯
X†,α†
)
◦FX , which
gives
(5.3.1) FX ◦ hX,α = −hX†,α† ◦FX
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5.4. Next we define Lefschetz and Lambda operators as in [14]. For γ: X → X† we define a
class ℓ(γ) ∈ CH1
(
R2(X/S)
)
by
ℓ(γ) =
1
2
(idX , γ)
∗ℓ ,
half the pull-back of the Poincare´ class ℓ under (idX , γ): X → X ×S X
†. The map γ 7→ ℓ(γ)
is linear. For arbitrary γ ∈ Hom0(X,X†), write γ = γ′/m with γ′ a true homomorphism and
m a nonzero integer; then set ℓ(γ) = ℓ(γ′)/m. Note that we do not assume γ to be symmetric.
If γ = γ† then ℓ(γ) ∈ CH1
(
R2(X/S)
)
and the map Hom0,sym(X,X†) → CH1
(
R2(X/S)
)
thus
obtained is bijective.
Define endomorphisms Lγ ∈ End
Mot(S)
(
R(X/S)
)
, for γ ∈ Hom0(X,X†), by
Lγ = ∆∗
(
ℓ(γ)
)
∈ CHg+1(X ×S X) .
On Chow groups, Lγ is the intersection product with the class ℓ(γ). It is an endomorphism of
degree +2, by which we mean that it is the sum of morphisms Lγ : R
i(X/S) → Ri+2(X/S)
(
1
)
.
If the context requires it, we write ℓX(γ) and LX,γ to indicate on which abelian scheme we work.
Dually, for β ∈ Hom0(X†,X) we define λ(β) ∈ CHg−1
(
R2g−2(X/S)
)
by
λ(β) = (−1)g+1FX†
(
ℓX†(β)
)
.
Next define an endomorphism Λβ ∈ End
Mot(S)
(
R(X/S)
)
of degree −2 by the commutativity of
the diagrams
(5.4.1)
Ri+2(X/S)
(
1
) ΛX,β
−−−−−→ Ri(X/S)
F
y≀ ≀yF
R2g−2−i(X†/S)
(
g − i− 1
) −LX†,β
−−−−−→ R2g−i(X/S)
(
g − i
)
Using the basic properties of the Fourier transform, one readily verifies that on Chow groups,
Λβ is the ∗-product with the class λ(β).
5.5. Example. — Suppose we have a symmetric relatively ample bundle M on X/S with
rigidification along the zero section. If γ: X → X† is the associated polarization, our class ℓ(γ) is
just c1(M). In [14] this class is called d. Our operator Lγ is Ku¨nnemann’s Lefschetz operator L =
Ld. Further, our class λ(γ
−1) is Ku¨nnemann’s “curve class” c and our Λγ−1 is his Lambda-
operator cΛ = cΛc. In particular, [14], Thm. 3.3, gives the commutation relation
(5.5.1) [Λγ−1 , Lγ ] =
2g∑
i=0
(g − i)πi = hidX .
This is a special case of the relations we prove in Thm. 5.6 below.
The commutation relation (5.5.1) in fact holds for all quasi-isogenies γ in Hom0,sym(X,X†).
The proof in [14] is entirely based on formal identities that hold in this generality; the positivity
of the class ℓ(γ) plays no role. Alternatively, we may remark that the polarization classes lie
Zariski-dense in Hom0,sym(X,X†) and that (5.5.1) defines a Zariski-closed subset of the open
set of quasi-isogenies in Hom0,sym(X,X†).
The rest of this section is devoted to a proof of the following result.
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5.6. Theorem. — The map sp(X ×S X
†)→ End
Mot(S)
(
R(X/S)
)
defined by(
α β
γ −α†
)
7→ Λβ + hα + Lγ
is a homomorphism of Lie algebras.
5.7. To prove the theorem we have to establish the following commutation rules
a) [hα1 , hα2 ] = h[α1,α2] d) [hα, Lγ ] = L−α†γ−γα
b) [Lγ1 , Lγ2 ] = 0 e) [hα,Λβ ] = Λαβ+βα†
c) [Λβ1 ,Λβ2 ] = 0 f) [Λβ , Lγ ] = hβγ
(Here the βi and γi are symmetric.) The first three of these are clear from the definitions. Next
we prove d), which is equivalent to [Lγ , h
♯
α] = Lα†γ+γα. This will follow from the relation
(5.7.1) (α∗ ∧ id + id ∧ α∗)
(
ℓ(γ)
)
= ℓ(α†γ + γα) .
Indeed, by direct calculation we see that [Lγ , h
♯
α] acts on Chow groups as the intersection product
with the left hand side of (5.7.1). Now consider the commutative diagram
R1(X/S)⊗R1(X†/S) −−−−−−→
id⊗[tΓγ ]
R1(X/S)⊗R1(X/S) −−−−→
[tΓ∆]
R2(X/S)∥∥∥ yid⊗[tΓα] yid∧[tΓα]
R1(X/S)⊗R1(X†/S)
id⊗[tΓγα]
−−−−−−→ R1(X/S)⊗R1(X/S)
[tΓ∆]
−−−−→ R2(X/S)
As discussed in 2.3 we have ℓ ∈ CH1
(
R1(X/S)⊗R1(X†/S)
)
. Taking images in CH1
(
R2(X/S)
)
,
the commutativity of the diagram gives the relation (id∧α∗)
(
ℓ(γ)
)
= ℓ(γα). Similarly, we have
a commutative diagram
R1(X/S)⊗R1(X†/S) −−−−−−→
id⊗[tΓγ ]
R1(X/S)⊗R1(X/S) −−−−→
[tΓ∆]
R2(X/S)y[tΓα]⊗id y[tΓα]⊗id y[tΓα]∧id
R1(X/S)⊗R1(X†/S)
id⊗[tΓγ ]
−−−−−−→ R1(X/S)⊗R1(X/S)
[tΓ∆]
−−−−→ R2(X/S)
As (α⊗ idX†)
∗ℓ = (idX ⊗ α
†)∗ℓ this gives the relation (α∗ ∧ id)
(
ℓ(γ)
)
= ℓ(α†γ). Together, this
proves (5.7.1), which gives us the commutation relation d).
By duality, using (5.3.1) and our definition of the operators Λβ , we obtain e).
5.8. The hardest part of the proof of Thm. 5.6 is to establish the commutation relation f) in 5.7.
Our proof of this relation is based on a refinement of Ku¨nnemann’s calculations in [14]. The
main new ingredient is an expression for the operators hα as algebraic cycles in X×SX. We give
such an expression in Prop. 5.11. As a preparation, we first introduce some related operators kα
that are best described working from the homological perspective.
For i > 0, set ǫi = π2g−i and define Ri(X/S) = R
i(X/S)∨ = (X, ǫi, g). The addition
Σ: X ×S X → X define morphisms [ΓΣ] ◦ (ǫi ⊗ ǫj): Ri(X/S) ⊗ Rj(X/S) → Ri+j(X/S). On
Chow groups this induces the ∗-product. These morphisms give R∗(X/S) = ⊕
2g
i=0Ri(X/S) the
structure of a graded Q-algebra in the category Mot0(S). By iteration of this product we obtain
maps R1(X/S)
⊗i → Ri(X/S) which restrict to isomorphisms ∧
iR1(X/S)
∼
−→ Ri(X/S).
For α ∈ gl(X) we define an endomorphism kα ∈ End
Mot
0(S)
(
R∗(X/S)
)
= CHg(X ×SX) by
kα = [Γid] ∗pr1 log[Γα]
where ∗pr1 is the ∗-product on X ×S X relative to the first projection.
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5.9. Proposition. — Let α ∈ gl(X).
(i) For all i > 0 we have ǫi ◦ kα = kα ◦ ǫi.
(ii) We have kα ◦ ǫ1 = [Γα] ◦ ǫ1.
(iii) The diagram
R∗(X/S) ⊗R∗(X/S)
[ΓΣ]
−−−→ R∗(X/S)
kα⊗id+id⊗kα
y ykα
R∗(X/S) ⊗R∗(X/S)
[ΓΣ]
−−−→ R∗(X/S)
is commutative.
Proof. By definition,
log[Γα] =
∑
j>1
(−1)j−1
j
(
[Γα]− [Γe]
)∗j
=
∑
j>1
j∑
m=0
(−1)m−1
j
(
j
m
)
[Γmα] ,
where all ∗-products are taken relative the first projection. (Note that the sums over j > 1 are
finite.) Part (i) follows because [Γid] ∗pr1 [Γmα] = [Γid+mα] and ǫi commutes with [Γβ ] for all
β ∈ gl(X).
(ii) We have ǫ1 = log[Γid], so [12], Lemma 2.2(iii) gives [Γα] ◦ ǫ1 = log[Γα]. On the other
hand, for all α, β ∈ gl(X) we have log[Γα+β ] = log[Γα] + log[Γβ ]; hence
[Γα+β ] ◦ ǫ1 =
(
[Γα] ◦ ǫ1
)
+
(
[Γβ ] ◦ ǫ1
)
.
(Taking duals, this proves that the map r(1) of Proposition 2.5 is indeed a homomorphism of
algebras.) It follows that
(
[Γid]∗pr1 [Γβ ]
)
◦ǫ1 = [Γid+β ]◦ǫ1 = [Γid]◦ǫ1+[Γβ ]◦ǫ1 for all β ∈ gl(X).
Hence,
kα ◦ ǫ1 =

∑
j>1
j∑
m=0
(−1)m−1
j
(
j
m
) [Γid] ◦ ǫ1 + log[Γα] ◦ ǫ1 ,
which gives the desired conclusion because
∑j
m=0
(−1)m−1
j
(
j
m
)
= 0 for all j > 1.
For (iii) we start with the cartesian diagram
X2 ×S X
Σ×id
−−−−→ X ×S X
pr1
y ypr1
X2
Σ
−−−−→ X
where X2 = X ×S X. Using [8], Prop. 1.2.1, we have
kα ◦ [ΓΣ] =
(
[Γid] ∗pr1 log[Γα]
)
◦ [ΓΣ] = (Σ× id)
∗
(
[Γid] ∗pr1 log[Γα]
)
= (Σ× id)∗[Γid] ∗pr1 (Σ × id)
∗ log[Γα]
= [ΓΣ] ∗pr1 log[Γα◦Σ] .
(In the last two expressions the ∗-product is taken relative to pr1: X
2 ×S X → X
2.) By [12],
Lemma 2.2(iii),
log[Γα◦Σ] = log[ΓΣ◦(α×α)] = [ΓΣ] ◦ log[Γ(α×α)] ;
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hence,
[ΓΣ] ∗pr1 log[Γα◦Σ] =
(
[ΓΣ] ◦ [ΓidX2 ]
)
∗pr1
(
[ΓΣ] ◦ log[Γ(α×α)]
)
= [ΓΣ] ◦
(
[ΓidX2 ] ∗pr1 log[Γ(α×α)]
)
.
(Note that [12], Lemma 2.2(iii), only applies to true endomorphisms α of X; it is, however, easy
to verify that the identity we use is valid for arbitrary α ∈ D = End0(X/S).)
For classes ξ and η on X ×S X, define their exterior product (as correspondences) ξ⊠ η
on X2 ×S X
2 by ξ⊠ η = pr∗13(ξ) · pr
∗
24(η). Lemma 5.2 gives log[Γ(α×α)] = log[Γα]⊠[Γe] +
[Γe]⊠ log[Γα], and since [ΓidX2 ] = [ΓidX ]⊠[ΓidX ] we conclude that
[ΓidX2 ] ∗pr1 log[Γ(α×α)] = kα⊠[Γid] + [Γid]⊠ kα .
Putting everything together we obtain the commutativity of the diagram in (iii). 
5.10. Corollary. — The map α 7→ kα gives R∗(X/S) the structure of a graded gl(X)-module in
the category Mot0(S) such that [ΓΣ]: R∗(X/S) ⊗ R∗(X/S) → R∗(X/S) is a homomorphism of
gl(X)-representations. Via the isomorphism ∧iR1(X/S)
∼
−→ Ri(X/S), the operator kα acts on
∧iR1(X/S) as
([Γα] ∧ id ∧ · · · ∧ id) + (id ∧ [Γα] ∧ id ∧ · · · ∧ id) + · · ·+ (id ∧ · · · ∧ id ∧ [Γα]) .
5.11. Proposition. — For α ∈ gl(X) the class hα ∈ CH
g(X ×S X) is given by
hα = kα −
tr(α)
2
· [Γid] =
(
[Γid] ∗pr1 log[Γα]
)
−
tr(α)
2
· [Γid] .
Proof. We claim that FX ◦ kX,α = −h
♯
X†,α†
◦ FX ; combining this with (5.3.1) then gives the
assertion. The map α 7→ F−1X ◦ h
♯
X†,−α†
◦ FX gives R∗(X/S) the structure of a graded gl(X)-
module in the category Mot0(S) that is compatible with the ∗-product [ΓΣ]. By Corollary 5.10
it therefore suffices to prove that kα and F
−1
X ◦ h
♯
X†,−α†
◦ FX are equal on R1(X/S). This is
just the standard relation FX ◦ [ΓX,α] = [
tΓX†,α† ] ◦FX . 
As a final preparation for the proof of Thm. 5.6 we need to calculate the intersections of
classes ℓ(γ) and λ(β).
5.12. Lemma. — For β ∈ Hom0,sym(X†,X) and γ ∈ Hom0,sym(X,X†) we have
ℓ(γ) · λ(β) =
tr(βγ)
2
·
[
e(S)
]
in CHg(X ×S X).
Proof. Because ℓ(γ) ∈ CH1
(
R2(X/S)
)
and λ(β) ∈ CHg−1
(
R2g−2(X/S)
)
, the class ℓ(γ) · λ(β)
lies in CHg
(
R2g(X/S)
)
= Q ·
[
e(S)
]
. It therefore suffices to prove the assertion in the case that
S is the spectrum of a field, which from now on we assume. Moreover, we only have to prove
that ℓ(γ) · λ(β) has the correct degree.
By [18], (3.7.1),
λ(β) =
(−1)g+1
2
FX†
(
(β, idX†)
∗ℓ
)
= − 1
2
(β, idX†)
†
∗
(
FX×SX†(ℓ)
)
.
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By [2], §3, Lemme 1, we have F (eℓ) = e−ℓ; hence FX×SX†(ℓ) = (−1)
2g−1sw∗
(
ℓ[2g−1]
)
, where
sw: X†×SX
∼
−→ X×SX
† is the map reversing the factors and where we recall that ℓ[n] = ℓn/n!.
It follows that λ(β) is the push-forward of ℓ[2g−1]/2 under the morphism [idX , β]: X×SX
† → X
given by (x, ξ) 7→ x+ β(ξ). This gives
ℓ(γ) · λ(β) = 14 [id, β]∗
(
ℓ[2g−1]
)
· (id, γ)∗
(
ℓ
)
= 14 [id, β]∗
(
ℓ[2g−1] · [id, β]∗(id, γ)∗
(
ℓ
))
.
Note that (id, γ) ◦ [id, β]: X ×S X
† → X ×S X
† is the map given by the matrix
(
id
γ
β
γβ
)
.
In general, let M be a non-degenerate line bundle on an abelian variety Y of dimension n,
with associated isogeny φM : Y → Y
†. If f 7→ f ′ is the corresponding Rosati involution on
End0(Y ), we have
∫
Y
c1(M)
[n−1] · f∗
(
c1(M)
)
=
deg(φM )
1/2
2
· tr(ff ′) .
See [20], §21, Thm. 1. We apply this to the Poincare´ bundle P on X ×S X
† and note that
φP = sw. Because β = β
† and γ = γ†, we obtain∫
X
[id, β]∗
(
ℓ[2g−1] ·
(
id
γ
β
γβ
)∗(
ℓ
))
=
∫
X×SX†
ℓ[2g−1] ·
(
id
γ
β
γβ
)∗(
ℓ
)
= 1
2
tr
((
id
γ
β
γβ
)(
βγ
γ
β
id
))
= 1
2
tr
(
2βγ
2γβγ
2β
2γβ
)
= 2 tr(βγ) ,
which gives the assertion. 
5.13. We now complete the proof of Thm. 5.6. For this we have to establish relation f)
in 5.7. As the set of pairs (β, γ) for which this holds is Zariski-dense in Hom0,sym(X†,X) ×
Hom0,sym(X,X†), we may assume β is a quasi-polarization. Write X2 = X×SX, let Σ: X
2 → X
be the addition map and let pr1, pr2: X
2 → X be the projections. As before we view X2
as an abelian scheme over X via pr1. Let q1, q2: X
2 ×X X
2 → X2 be the projections and
Σ(2): X2 ×X X
2 → X2 the addition map.
By [14], Lemmas 1.1(i) and 3.1(i), the commutator [Λβ , Lγ ] is given by the class
pr∗2
(
λ(β)
)
∗pr1
(
[Γid] · pr
∗
2(ℓ(γ))
)
− pr∗2
(
ℓ(γ)
)
·
(
[Γid] ∗pr1 pr
∗
2(λ(β))
)
,
which by [14], Lemma 3.2 equals
(5.13.1)
− [Γid] ∗pr1
(
pr∗2(λ(β)) · pr
∗
2(ℓ(γ))
)
− Σ
(2)
∗
{(
[Γid]× pr
∗
2(λ(β))
)
·
(
Σ(2),∗pr∗2(ℓ(γ))− q
∗
1pr
∗
2(ℓ(γ))− q
∗
2pr
∗
2(ℓ(γ))
)}
.
The first term is easy to calculate: By Lemma 5.12, pr∗2(λ(β)) ·pr
∗
2(ℓ(γ)) = tr(βγ)/2 ·pr
∗
2
[
e(S)
]
;
so,
−[Γid] ∗pr1
(
pr∗2(λ(β)) · pr
∗
2(ℓ(γ))
)
= −
tr(βγ)
2
· [Γid] .
To calculate the second term, we identify X2×XX
2 = X3. Then Σ(2) is idX×Σ: X
3 → X2;
further, q1 = pr12 and q2 = pr13. So we can rewrite Σ
(2),∗pr∗2(ℓ(γ)) − q
∗
1pr
∗
2(ℓ(γ)) − q
∗
2pr
∗
2(ℓ(γ))
as pr∗23Σ
∗(ℓ(γ)) − pr∗23pr
∗
1(ℓ(γ))− pr
∗
23pr
∗
2(ℓ(γ)), which is equal to pr
∗
23(id× γ)
∗
(
ℓ
)
.
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Next note that [Γid]× pr
∗
2
(
λ(β)
)
= pr∗12[Γid] · pr
∗
23
(
pr∗2(λ(β))
)
. The second term of (5.13.1)
therefore equals
− (idX × Σ)∗
{
pr∗12[Γid] · pr
∗
23
(
pr∗2(λ(β)) · (id × γ)
∗(ℓ)
)}
= −(idX × Σ)∗
{
pr∗12[Γid] · pr
∗
13
(
pr∗2(λ(β)) · (id× γ)
∗(ℓ)
)}
,
which by definition of ∗pr1 equals −[Γid] ∗pr1
(
pr∗2(λ(β)) · (id × γ)
∗(ℓ)
)
. Our assumption that β
is a quasi-isogeny, together with the symmetry of β and γ, allows us to write
(id× γ)∗ℓ = (id × β−1)∗(id× γβ)∗ℓ
= (id × β−1)∗((γβ)† × id)∗ℓ
= (id × β−1)∗(βγ × id)∗ℓ
= (βγ × id)∗(id× β−1)∗ℓ .
Further, pr2 = pr2 ◦ (βγ × id); so, pr
∗
2
(
λ(β)
)
= (βγ × id)∗pr∗2
(
λ(β)
)
. Hence,
pr∗2
(
λ(β)
)
· (id × γ)∗
(
ℓ
)
= (βγ × id)∗
(
pr∗2(λ(β)) · (id × β
−1)∗(ℓ)
)
= −(βγ × id)∗ log[Γid] , by [14], Thm. 2.3
= − log
(
(βγ × id)∗[Γid]
)
= − log
[
Γβγ
]
.
In total this gives
[Λβ , Lγ ] = −
tr(βγ)
2
· [Γid] + [Γid] ∗pr1 log[Γβγ ]
which by Prop. 5.11 equals hβγ . This finishes the proof of Thm. 5.6. 
6. The canonical generalized Lefschetz decomposition
The goal of this section is to deduce from the sp(X × X†)-action on the motive a canonical
Lefschetz decomposition of R(X/S) that gives a further refinement of the decomposition of
Thm. 4.3. The main results are Thm. 6.2 that gives the Lefschetz decomposition and Thm. 6.5
that describes the structure of the Lefschetz components.
Throughout, X/S is an abelian scheme as in 2.1, D = End0(X/S) is the endomorphism
algebra, and g = sp(X ×S X
†).
6.1. The Lie algebra g has a natural grading g = g−2 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g2, with
g−2 = Hom
0,sym(X†,X) , g0 = gl(X) , g2 = Hom
0,sym(X,X†) .
For the universal enveloping algebra U = U(g) we have
(6.1.1) U = Sym(g2) · U(g0) · Sym(g−2) .
Define h¯ =
(
−1
0
0
−1
)
∈ g, which corresponds to −idX ∈ g0. The pair (g, h¯) is a Lefschetz pair in
the sense of [17]. (Note, however, that we work over Q. Some results of [17] are valid only over
an algebraically closed field, even though this is not always stated.)
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For a Lie algebra L over Q, let Replfss(L ) denote the category of representations of L on
Q-vector spaces that are direct sums of finite dimensional irreducible representations. (Locally
finite semisimple representations.) Let ψ: g → gl(V ) be in Replfss(g). We have a grading V =
⊕iV
i, defined by the requirement that h¯ acts on V i as multiplication by i. Each summand V i
is a representation of g0 = gl(X). We define the primitive subspace of V by
V prim =
{
v ∈ V
∣∣ β(v) = 0 for all β ∈ g−2} ,
which is again a g0-module. It follows from Wallach’s results in [29] that V
prim is an object of
Replfss(g0) and that the functor Rep
lfss(g)→ Replfss(g0) given by V 7→ V
prim is fully faithful. (In
loc. cit. only finite dimensional representations are considered but the extension to the categories
Replfss is immediate.) In particular, a finite dimensional g-representation V is irreducible if and
only if its primitive part V prim is irreducible as a g0-module.
If the representation ψ is irreducible, there is a non-negative integer m such that V prim =
V −m and V i 6= 0 if and only if i ∈ {−m,−m + 2, . . . ,m − 2,m}; following [17] we call this
integer m the depth of ψ, notation depth(ψ).
6.2. Theorem. — Let Irrep(g) be the set of isomorphism classes of finite dimensional irreducible
representations of g = sp(X ×S X
†).
(i) There is a unique decomposition
(6.2.1) R(X/S) =
⊕
ψ∈Irrep(g)
Rψ(X/S)
in the category Mot(S) that is stable under the action of g and has the property that for any
object M ∈ Mot(S) the g-representation Hom
Mot(S)
(
M,Rψ(X/S)
)
is ψ-isotypic. There are
finitely many ψ ∈ Irrep(g) for which Rψ(X/S) is non-zero.
(ii) The decomposition (6.2.1) is stable under the action of Dop,∗ and there is a unique
decomposition
R(X/S) =
⊕
ψ∈Irrep(g)
ξ∈Xadm/Γ
R
(ξ)
ψ (X/S)
in Mot0(S) that is a common refinement of the decompositions (4.3.1) and (6.2.1).
(iii) If Φ: Mot(S)→ VectQ is a Q-linear functor, Φ
(
Rψ(X/S)
)
is ψ-isotypic as a represen-
tation of g.
If, in (ii), the endomorphism algebraD is not simple, we proceed as explained in Remark 4.8.
Proof. Let τ denote the action of the algebraic group D∗ on R(X/S) via the operators [tΓα−1 ] =
α−1,∗. The action of g0 = gl(X) on R(X/S) that we consider is dτ ⊗
tr
2 . Hence
Hom
Mot(S)
(
M,R(X/S)
)
=
⊕
m∈Z
ξ∈Xadm/Γ
Hom
Mot
0(S)
(
M(m), R(ξ)(X/S)
)
is a sum of finite dimensional g0-modules, for any M ∈ Mot(S). Because the elements of
g−2 and g2 act as nilpotent endomorphisms with index of nilpotency at most g, it follows that
Hom
Mot(S)
(
M,R(X/S)
)
is a sum of finite dimensional g-modules. The Lie algebra g is reductive
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and its center is contained in g0; see [17], Sect. 3. By [10], Sect. III.11, Thm. 17, it follows that
the g-module Hom
Mot(S)
(
M,R(X/S)
)
is completely reducible. Further, it is clear that in the
isotypic decomposition
(6.2.2) Hom
Mot(S)
(
M,R(X/S)
)
=
⊕
ψ∈Irrep(g)
Hψ
there are only finitely many ψ that occur, independently of M .
By construction, (6.2.2) is stable under the action of g0, and asD
op,∗ is a connected algebraic
group it follows that this decomposition is stable under the action of Dop,∗, too. Hence we have
a further decomposition
(6.2.3) Hom
Mot(S)
(
M,R(X/S)
)
=
⊕
ψ∈Lef(X)
ξ∈Xadm/Γ
H
(ξ)
ψ
that refines both (6.2.2) and the decomposition obtained from (4.3.1).
As (6.2.2) and (6.2.3) are clearly functorial in M (because g and Dop,∗ act through the
factor R(X/S)), the Yoneda Lemma gives that they correspond to decompositions of the mo-
tive R(X/S). (Use that Mot(S) is pseudo-abelian.) This proves (i) and (ii). Part (iii) is a
formal consequence; the proof is the same as in 4.6, replacing the group algebra Q[Dop,∗] by the
universal enveloping algebra U(g). 
6.3. Remark. — We have an isomorphism of Lie algebras
ι: sp(X ×S X
†)
∼
−→ sp(X† ×S X) given by
(
α β
γ −α†
)
7→
(
−α† −γ
−β α
)
.
It is immediate from (5.3.1) and the commutativity of diagram (5.4.1) that the Fourier transform
restricts to isomorphisms
F : Rψ(X/S)
∼
−→ Rψ◦ι−1(X
†/S) .
6.4. We refer to the motives Rψ(X/S) as the Lefschetz components of R(X/S). We should like
to analyse these components further.
Let ψ: g→ gl(V ) be an irreducible representation of depth m = depth(ψ). We have
Rψ(X/S) =
m⊕
j=0
Rg−m+2jψ (X/S) =
m⊕
j=0
⊕
ξ∈Xadm/Γ
‖ξ‖=g−m+2j
R
(ξ)
ψ (X/S) ,
and we define the primitive part of Rprimψ (X/S) to be the lowest weight summand R
g−m
ψ (X/S).
It follows from the remarks in 6.1 that there is a unique ξ ∈ Xadm/Γ with ‖ξ‖ = g −m such
that Rprimψ (X/S) = R
(ξ)
ψ (X/S).
In the classical case, when D = Q, we have g = sl2,Q. If ψ: sl2 → gl(V ) is isomorphic to
the kth symmetric power of the standard representation, the Lefschetz component Rψ(X/S) is
isomorphic, inMot(S), to Rprimψ (X/S)⊗V . In general the structure of the Lefschetz components
is a little more subtle; for instance, it is not true that Rψ(X/S) is always a direct sum of copies
of motives of the form Rprimψ (X/S)
(
−j
)
. The problem is that the primitive part Rprimψ is still
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“too big”: it decomposes as a direct sum of copies of a smaller motive Pψ that we call the core of
the Lefschetz component. This core comes equipped with a right action of the division algebra
B = Endg(ψ). The full Lefschetz component can then again be described as Pψ ⊗B V .
The next result makes this description precise. We consider a finite dimensional irreducible
representation ψ: g → gl(V ). Let ψ0: g0 → gl(V
prim) be the associated representation of g0
on the space of primitive vectors, and define B = Endg(V ) = Endg0(V
prim). (For the second
equality, see 6.1.) Let m = depth(ψ), so that V = ⊕mj=0 V
−m+2j and V prim = V −m.
6.5. Theorem. — With notation and assumptions as just described, the contravariant functor
Pψ: Mot
0(S)→ ModB
defined by Pψ(M) = Homg0
(
V prim,Hom
Mot
0(S)(M,R
prim
ψ (X/S))
)
is representable by a mo-
tive Pψ with right B-action and we have a natural isomorphism
(6.5.1)
m⊕
j=0
Pψ(−j)⊗B V
−m+2j ∼−→ Rψ(X/S)
in Mot0(S).
By Pψ(−j)⊗B V
−m+2j we mean the motive representing the functor
M 7→ Hom
Mot
0(S)
(
M,Pψ(−j)
)
⊗B V
−m+2j .
As V −m+2j is a free B-module of finite rank, this motive is (non-canonically) isomorphic to a
sum of copies of Pψ(−j). Note that in Mot(S) the LHS of (6.5.1) can be written a little more
suggestively as Pψ ⊗B V .
Proof. Write Rψ = Rψ(X/S). With m = depth(ψ) we have Rψ = ⊕
m
j=0R
g−m+2j
ψ and R
prim
ψ =
Rg−mψ . Then ⊕
m
j=0R
g−m+2j
ψ (j) is a ψ-isotypic object with g-action in Mot
0(S).
As discussed in 6.1, if W is a ψ-isotypic g-module, the natural map Homg(V,W ) →
Homg0(V
prim,W prim) is an isomorphism. This gives us an isomorphism of contravariant functors
Mot
0(S)→ Replfss(g),
Pψ ⊗B V
∼
−→
m⊕
j=0
Rg−m+2jψ (j)
that restricts to isomorphisms Pψ ⊗B V
−m+2j ∼−→ Rg−m+2jψ (j). In particular, if r is the rank
of V prim as a B-module we see that Rprimψ is isomorphic, as a functor, to a sum of r copies of Pψ.
So EndB(V
prim) ∼= Mr(B
op) acts on Rprimψ and Pψ is representable by the sub-object of R
prim
ψ
that is cut out by a rank 1 idempotent in EndB(V
prim). 
6.6. Remark. — Assume D = End0(X/S) is a simple algebra with center K. If h ⊂ g0 = gl(X)
is a Cartan subalgebra, h is also a Cartan subalgebra of g = sp(X ×S X
†). In combination
with Thm. 4.2 this allows us to describe more precisely which g-representations occur in the
Lefschetz decomposition (6.2.1). The statement of the result is made slightly complicated by
the fact that the action of g0 is not simply the derivative of the action of D
op,∗ considered in
Section 4. To begin with, there is a sign coming in, because we consider an action of gl(X)
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rather than an action of gl(X)op. Further we have to take into account the change from the
“naive” operators h♯α to the operators hα; see 5.3. With this in mind, let us now give the details.
Define
Λ˜+ =
{
(λ1, . . . , λd) ∈ Q
d
∣∣ λi − λi+1 ∈ Z>0 for all i = 1, . . . , d− 1} .
and let X˜+ = ⊕σ∈Σ(K) Λ˜
+. The irreducible (finite dimensional) representations of g0 = gl(X)
over Q are indexed by X˜+/Γ.
For λ = (λ1, . . . , λd) and q ∈ Q, define
λˇ = (−λd, . . . ,−λ1) and λ[q] = (q + λ1, . . . , q + λd) .
We extend this notation to elements of X˜+/Γ in the usual way: if ξ ∈ X+/Γ is the Γ-orbit of
some λ ∈ X+, define ξˇ and ξ[q] in X+Q/Γ as the Γ-orbits of the elements λˇ and λ[q] obtained by
applying the operationsˇand [q] componentwise. For instance, the element ξ⋆ of 3.3 is ξˇ
[
2g/nd
]
.
The connection between the action of Dop,∗ on R(X/S) and the action of the Lie subalgebra
g0 ⊂ g is given by the rule that for ξ ∈ X
adm/Γ the Lie algebra g0 acts on the motive R
(ξ)(X/S)
through the representation ξˇ
[
g/nd
]
. As usual, this means that for any other motive M the
g0-representation Hom
Mot(S)
(
M,R(ξ)(X/S)
)
is ξˇ
[
g/nd
]
-isotypic. Note that in general g/nd is
only a half-integer, which is why we cannot expect that the action of g = sp(X ×S X
†) lifts to
an action of an algebraic group. (If D = Q this problem does not occur, and indeed, in that
case we have an action of SL2, see [5].)
We obtain from this strong restrictions on the Lefschetz components of R(X/S): For ψ ∈
Irrep(g), a necessary condition for Rψ(X/S) to be non-zero is that all irreducible factors of ψ|g0
correspond to elements in XLef/Γ, where we define
ΛLef =
{
(µ1, . . . , µd) ∈
( g
nd
+ Z
)d ∣∣∣ g
nd
> µ1 > · · · > µd > −
g
nd
}
,
and let XLef = ⊕σ∈Σ(K) Λ
Lef . As we shall see in the examples discussed in the next section, in
practice this gives us an easy method to determine a finite subset of Irrep(g) containing all ψ
with Rψ(X/S) 6= 0.
7. Examples
In this section we illustrate our main results with two concrete examples.
7.1. Consider an abelian scheme X/S whose endomorphism algebra is a totally real field K of
degree n over Q. In our previous notation this means we have D = K and d = 1. To make the
example as concrete as possible, we further assume that the Galois group Γ = Gal(K˜/Q) is the
full symmetric group Sn; so, [K˜ : Q] = n!. Let h = g/n, which is an integer.
To index representations, consider the sets
Λ+ = Z ⊃ Λpol = Z>0 ⊃ Λ
adm = {0, 1, . . . , 2h} ,
and for ? ∈ {+,pol, adm} define X? = ⊕σ∈Σ(K) Λ
?.
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Let aK be K viewed as an abelian Lie algebra over Q. For η ∈ X
+ let U˜ [η] denote the
representation of aK over Q with underlying space K˜, on which an element a ∈ aK = K acts
as multiplication by
∑
σ∈Σ(K) η(σ) · σ(a). The isomorphism class of this representation only
depends on the Γ-orbit [η] ∈ X+/Γ, which justifies the notation. The representation U˜ [η] is
a sum of #StabΓ(η) copies of an irreducible representation U
[η]. To make this explicit, let
F (η) ⊂ K˜ be the subfield that corresponds to Stab(η) ⊂ Γ; then it is clear that F (η) ⊂ K˜ is
stable under the action of aK and U
[η] is the representation aK → gl
(
F (η)
)
thus obtained. It
follows from this description that EndaK (U
[η]) contains F (η). On the other hand, the image
of the map K → F (η) given by a 7→
∑
σ∈Σ(K) η(σ) · σ(a) generates F (η) as a field (by Galois
theory); so in fact EndaK (U
[η]) = F (η).
Because Γ = Sn, to give a class [η] ∈ X
+/Γ is equivalent to giving the n values taken by η.
For any unordered n-tuple of integers [b1, . . . , bn] we therefore have a well-defined irreducible
representation U [b1,...,bn] of aK . For instance, the 1-dimensional representation defined by trace
map trK/Q: K → Q is the representation U
[1,...,1].
Consider the decomposition R(X/S) = ⊕ξ∈Xadm/ΓR
(ξ) of Theorem 4.3. Let ξ ∈ Xadm/Γ and
write it as ξ = [a1, . . . , an]. Then for any motiveM the g0-representation Hom
Mot
0(S)(M,R
(ξ)) is
a sum of copies of U [h−a1,...,h−an] = tr⊗hK/Q⊗U
[−a1,...,−an]; see Remark 6.6. Thus, the irreducible
representations of g0 that occur in R(X/S) are the representations U
[b1,...,bn] for all unordered
n-tuples [b1, . . . , bn] with bi ∈ {−h,−h+ 1, . . . , h} for all i.
The Lie algebra g = sp(X ×S X
†) is sl2,K viewed as a Lie algebra over Q. We have a
grading g = g−2 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g2 with g0 = aK , and g±2 ∼= U
[±2,0,...,0] as representations of g0. The
finite dimensional irreducible representations of g are parameterized by Xpol/Γ. The irreducible
representation Vψ corresponding to a Γ-orbit ψ in X
pol is a Q-form of the representation of
g⊗Q Q = ⊕σ∈Σ(K) sl2,Q given by
⊕
µ∈ψ
⊠
σ∈Σ(K)
Symµ(σ)(St) ,
with St the standard 2-dimensional representation of sl2,Q. As before, because we assume Γ = Sn
we may give ψ by an unordered n-tuple of integers, in which case we use the notation V[b1,...,bn].
When we restrict the representation V[b1,...,bn] to g0 ⊂ g, the irreducible constituents that
occur are those of the form U [−b1+2j1,...,−bn+2jn] with ji ∈ {0, . . . , bi} for all i. As these must
all occur in R(X/S) it follows that bi 6 h for all i. Hence the Lefschetz decomposition can be
written as
R(X/S) =
⊕
06b16···6bn6h
R[b1,...,bn](X/S) .
Let ψ = [b1, . . . , bn], which has depth m = b1 + · · · + bn. The primitive part of the rep-
resentation Vψ is the g0-representation U
[−b1,...,−bn]. As discussed, the endomorphism algebra
of this representation is isomorphic to the field F (ψ) that is obtained as the field of invariants
in K˜ of the stabilizer of a representative of ψ in Xpol. By what was discussed in 6.1, the g-
representation Vψ has the same endomorphism algebra. As V
prim
ψ is 1-dimensional over F (ψ), we
find that the core of the Lefschetz component Rψ(X/S) is its primitive part R
[−b1,...,−bn]
ψ (X/S),
which is a motive with F (ψ)-action, and Rψ(X/S) = R
[−b1,...,−bn]
ψ (X/S)⊗F (ψ) Vψ.
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7.2. As our next example we consider the case where D = End0(X/S) is a quaternion algebra
over Q with D ⊗Q R ∼=M2(R). The relative dimension g is necessarily even; write g = 2h.
The irreducible representations of g0 =
(
D, [ , ]
)
over Q are indexed by the pairs λ = (λ1, λ2)
in Q2 with λ1 − λ2 ∈ Z>0. With d(λ) as in (4.5.1), the corresponding representation U
(λ1,λ2)
is a Q-form of d(λ) copies of Symλ1−λ2(St) ⊗ (λ2 · tr), where St is the standard representation
of gl2. The endomorphism algebra Endg0(U
λ1,λ2) is Q if λ1− λ2 is even and is isomorphic to D
for λ1 − λ2 odd.
As discussed in Example 4.5, the motivic decomposition of Thm. 4.3 in this case takes
the form R(X/S) = ⊕g>λ1>λ2>0R
(λ1,λ2) with integral λ1 and λ2. The Lie algebra g0 acts
on the summand R(λ1,λ2) through the representation U (h−λ2,h−λ1); see Remark 6.6. Thus,
the irreducible g0-representations that occur in R(X/S) are the representations U
(µ1,µ2) with
(µ1, µ2) ∈ Z
2 and h > µ1 > µ2 > −h.
The Lie algebra g = sp(X ×S X
†) is a non-split Q-form of sp4. The degree zero part g0 is
a Levi subalgebra, and g2 ∼= U
(2,0) and g−2 ∼= U
(0,−2) as representations of g0.
The representation theory of sp4 is described, with many examples, in [9], Chap. 16. As in
loc. cit., §16.2, we denote, for non-negative integers a and b, by Γa,b the irreducible representation
of sp4 with highest weight a̟1 + b̟2, where ̟1 and ̟2 are the (short and long, respectively)
fundamental dominant weights. (In the notation of loc. cit., ̟1 = L1 and ̟2 = L1 + L2.)
The description of the irreducible representations of g over Q is not much different. Again
we have irreducible representations Va,b indexed by pairs (a, b) ∈ Z
2
>0. The only difference with
the split case is that Va,b is not, in general, absolutely irreducible; instead, Va,b ⊗Q is a sum of
1 or 2 copies of Γa,b, depending on the parity of a.
To determine which g0-representations occur in Va,b we need to calculate the branching
rule for the restriction of representations of sp4 to its Levi subalgebra gl2. While this is easy
in concrete examples (see below), it seems cumbersome to give the exact rule for which g0-
representations occur in the general case. However, by looking at the weights it is easy to see
that the primitive part of Va,b is isomorphic to U
(−b,−a−b), so a necessary condition for the
g-representation Va,b to occur in R(X/S) is that a + b 6 h. (This is probably also a sufficient
condition.) Hence, the Lefschetz decomposition becomes
R(X/S) =
⊕
06a6a+b6h
Ra,b(X/S)
with Ra,b(X/S) the Va,b-isotypical summand.
If a is even, the primitive part Rprima,b (X/S) is isomorphic to a + 1 copies of the core Pa,b,
and Ra,b(X/S) ∼= Pa,b ⊗Q Va,b in Mot(S). If a is odd, R
prim
a,b (X/S) is isomorphic to (a + 1)/2
copies of the core Pa,b, which has a right action of D, and Ra,b(X/S) ∼= Pa,b⊗D Va,b. Note that
the Lefschetz components with a even (resp. odd) occur in even (resp. odd) degrees.
Let us now specialize to some examples in low dimension.
g = 2 The Lefschetz decomposition is R(X/S) = R0,0 ⊕ R1,0 ⊕ R0,1. The component R1,0 =
R1(X/S)⊕R3(X/S) is the odd part of the motive; its core equals its primitive part R1(X/S).
For the even parts we have
R0,0 = R
(1,1) and R0,1 = R
0(X/S) ⊕R(2,0)(X/S)⊕R4(X/S) ,
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Over a field, R2(X) = R(2,0) ⊕ R(1,1) is the decomposition of R2(X) into an algebraic and a
transcendental part as constructed by Kahn, Murre and Pedrini in [11]. (Caution: in Hodge
theory the algebraic part of the H2 is purely of type (1, 1). Here it is the summand R(2,0). The
upper indices (λ1, λ2) only tell how D
op,∗ acts; they have no direct relation with the Hodge
bidegrees.)
g = 4 The Lefschetz decomposition is R(X/S) = R0,0 ⊕ R1,0 ⊕R0,1 ⊕ R2,0 ⊕ R1,1 ⊕ R0,2. For
the summands Ra,b in odd degrees (a odd), calculation of the branching rules gives
R1,0 = R
(2,1)
1,0 ⊕R
(3,2)
1,0 and R1,1 = R
(1,0)
1,1 ⊕R
(3,0)
1,1 ⊕R
(2,1)
1,1 ⊕R
(4,1)
1,1 ⊕R
(3,2)
1,1 ⊕R
(4,3)
1,1 .
In both cases, the core is the primitive part. For the Lefschetz components in even degrees, we
have
R0,0 = R
(2,2)
0,0 R2,0 = R
(2,0)
2,0 ⊕R
(3,1)
2,0 ⊕R
(2,2)
2,0 ⊕R
(4,2)
2,0
R0,1 = R
(1,1)
0,1 ⊕R
(3,1)
0,1 ⊕R
(3,3)
0,1 R0,2 = R
(0,0)
0,2 ⊕R
(2,0)
0,2 ⊕R
(4,0)
0,2 ⊕R
(2,2)
0,2 ⊕R
(4,2)
0,2 ⊕R
(4,4)
0,2
For instance, we see that R0,2 is the purely algebraic part of the motive, which is a sum of
Tate motives. At the other extreme, R0,0 is the “transcendental part” of the middle degree
motive R4(X/S), i.e., the part that does not come from smaller degrees.
Let us further look at the summand R2,0. The representation U2,0 is the adjoint repre-
sentation. (The weight diagram can be found on page 246 of [9].) The depth is 2; further,
dim(U−22,0 ) = 3 = dim(U
2
2,0) and dim(U
0
2,0) = 4. So R2,0 is an example of a Lefschetz component
with the property that R42,0 is not isomorphic to a sum of copies of R
prim
2,0 (−1) = R
2
2,0(−1). The
core P2,0 = P2,0(X/S) is a motive of rank 5 (over C its Hodge realization is an irreducible weight 2
Hodge structure with Hodge numbers 1− 3− 1), and R2,0 ∼= P
⊕3
2,0 ⊕ P2,0(−1)
⊕4 ⊕ P2,0(−2)
⊕3.
8. Application: A question of C. Voisin
In this section we apply Thm. 5.6 to answer a question of C. Voisin. We prove the analogue for
abelian varieties of a conjecture of Beauville [4] about the so-called weak splitting property ; see
also [27] and [28].
To explain Voisin’s question, consider an abelian variety X over a field. The descending fil-
tration on CH(X) associated to Beauville’s grading is expected to have the properties conjectured
by Beilinson-Bloch and Murre. In particular, CHj(s)(X) should be zero for s < 0 (Beauville’s con-
jecture (Fp) of [2], §5) and the cycle class map should be injective on CH(0)(X) := ⊕j CH
j
(0)(X)
(see [21], Conjecture D). Almost nothing seems known about this in general. Voisin’s question
is the weaker question whether the cycle class map is injective on the subalgebra of CH(X)
generated by the classes in CH1(0). Cor. 8.4 gives a positive answer to this; it is in fact a special
case of a more general result, Thm. 8.3.
8.1. With S as in 2.1, consider an abelian scheme π: X → S. We have an isomorphism
π∗: CH(S)
∼
−→ CH
(
R0(X/S)
)
⊂ CH(X). We view CH(X) as a CH(S)-algebra for the in-
tersection product. Write 1X = [X] for the identity element. Recall that the Lie algebra
g = sp(X ×S X
†) has a natural grading g = g−2⊕ g0 ⊕ g2 with g2 = Hom
0,sym(X,X†). Further
recall that the map γ 7→ ℓ(γ) of 5.4 gives an isomorphism Hom0,sym(X,X†)
∼
−→ CH1
(
R2(X/S)
)
and that the Lefschetz operator Lγ acts on CH(X) as the intersection product with the class ℓ(γ).
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8.2. Lemma. — (i) There is a unique ̟ ∈ Irrep(g) such that R0̟(X/S) 6= 0.
(ii) The ̟-isotypic subspace CH
(
R̟(X/S)
)
⊂ CH(X) is the CH(S)-subalgebra of CH(X)
generated by the classes in CH1
(
R2(X/S)
)
.
We may think of R̟(X/S) as the “purely algebraic” part of R(X/S), generated (relative
to S) by the symmetric divisor classes. For instance, in the example of 7.2 with g = 2 (resp.
g = 4) it is the Lefschetz component R0,1 (resp. R0,2).
Proof. (i) For any motive M the g0-representation Hom
Mot(S)
(
M,R0(X/S)
)
is (tr/2)-isotypic.
Hence if ψ: g → gl(V ) is an irreducible representation with R0ψ(X/S) 6= 0, the corresponding
irreducible representation V prim of g0 is the representation (tr/2). But as discussed in 6.1, the
isomorphism class of ψ is determined by the g0-module V
prim.
(ii) The ̟-isotypic subspace CH
(
R̟(X/S)
)
⊂ CH(X) is the U(g2)-subspace of CH(X)
generated by its primitive vectors. The assertion follows from the remark that Rprim̟ (X/S) =
R0(X/S) together with the facts recalled in 8.1. 
8.3. Theorem. — Let C be a Q-linear category and let Φ: Mot(S) → C be a Q-linear functor.
Write Φ(X) = Φ
(
R(X/S)
)
and consider the natural map
u: CH(X) = Hom
Mot(S)
(
1, R(X/S)
)
→ HomC
(
Φ(1),Φ(X)
)
.
If u is injective on CH(S), it is injective on the CH(S)-subalgebra of CH(X) generated by the
classes in CH1
(
R2(X/S)
)
.
Proof. By the lemma, the CH(S)-subalgebra of CH(X) generated by CH1
(
R2(X/S)
)
equals
CH
(
R̟(X/S)
)
. By functoriality, the map u is a map of g-modules. Hence, if there is a non-zero
y ∈ Ker(u)∩CH
(
R̟(X/S)
)
then the kernel of u contains a g-submodule isomorphic to ̟. But
any such submodule contains non-zero element of CH(S). 
We now specialize to an abelian variety over a field. We use the notation CHj(s)(X) =
CHj
(
R2j−s(X)
)
. In particular, CH1
(
R2(X/S)
)
is the space CH1(0)(X) of symmetric divisor
classes.
8.4. Corollary. — Let X be an abelian variety over a field F . Let y ∈ CH(X) be an element
that can be written as y = P (ℓ1, . . . , ℓr) for some polynomial P ∈ Q[t1, . . . , tr] and classes
ℓi ∈ CH
1
(0)(X). If y is numerically trivial, y = 0.
Proof. Apply the theorem to the natural functor Φ: Mot(F ) → Mot(F )num, in which case u is
the quotient map CH(X)→ CH(X)/≡. Now use that CH(F ) ∩Ker(u) = (0). 
With similar arguments we can also prove a result about the next “layer” in Beauville’s
decomposition. We restrict our attention to the case where the endomorphism algebra D is
simple.
8.5. Lemma. — Let X/S be an abelian scheme such that D = End0(X/S) is a simple algebra.
Then there is a unique ̺ ∈ Irrep(g) such that R1̺(X/S) 6= 0.
Proof. It is immediate from the definitions that there is a unique class ξ ∈ Xadm/Γ with ‖ξ‖ = 1.
If ψ: g→ gl(V ) is an irreducible representations with R1ψ(X/S) 6= 0 then ψ has depth g− 1 and
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the primitive part V prim = V 1−g is the g0-module corresponding to ξˇ
[
g/nd
]
; see 6.6. As ψ is
determined by the associated g0-module V
prim (see 6.1), the lemma follows. 
8.6. Theorem. — Let X be an abelian variety over a field F such that End0(X) is a simple
algebra. Let D ⊂ CH(X) be the Q-subalgebra generated by the classes in CH1(0)(X).
(i) Suppose F = C. Let y ∈ CHj(X) be a class that lies in the D-submodule of CH(X)
generated by the elements of CH1(1)(X) = CH
1
(
R1(X)
)
. If the Abel-Jacobi class
AJ(y) ∈ H2j−1(X,C)/
(
Filj +H2j−1(X,Q)
)
of y is trivial then y = 0.
(ii) Suppose F is finitely generated over its prime field, and let ℓ be a prime number different
from char(F ). Choose a separable closure F sep of F and let ΓF = Gal(F
sep/F ) and X¯ = XF sep .
Let y ∈ CHj(X) ⊗Qℓ be a class that lies in the (D ⊗ Qℓ)-submodule of CH(X) ⊗ Qℓ generated
by the elements of CH1(1)(X). If the ℓ-adic Abel-Jacobi class
AJℓ(y) ∈ H
1
cont
(
ΓF ,H
2j−1(X¯,Qℓ)
)
of y is trivial then y = 0.
Proof. We only give the proof of (ii); the argument for (i) is essentially the same (but easier
because we do not need to pass to Qℓ-coefficients). We assume y 6= 0 and derive a contradiction.
Let ̺: g→ gl(V ) be the irreducible representation of Lemma 8.5. The depth of this repre-
sentation is g− 1. The representation ̺Qℓ : (g⊗Qℓ)→ gl(V ⊗Qℓ) is again completely reducible;
let θ1, . . . , θr be its irreducible constituents, with θi: (g⊗Qℓ)→ gl(Wi). Each Wi has a grading
given by the action of the element h¯ (as in 6.1) and W 1−gi 6= 0 for all i.
The Qℓ-vector space CH(1),ℓ := ⊕
g
q=1 CH
q
(1)(X) ⊗ Qℓ is a representation of g ⊗ Qℓ. By
assumption, y lies in the subrepresentation generated by CH1(1)(X) = CH
1
(
R1(X)
)
, and as
R1(X/S) = R1̺(X/S), it follows that the (g ⊗ Qℓ)-subrepresentation of CH(1),ℓ generated by y
is isomorphic to ⊕i∈I θ
⊕mi
i for some subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , r} and multiplicities mi. In particular,
this submodule contains a non-zero element y1 that is homogeneous of degree 1 − g (meaning
that h¯(y1) = (1− g) · y1); for this element we have y1 ∈ CH
1
(1)(X)⊗Qℓ.
The kernel of the ℓ-adic Abel-Jacobi map
AJℓ: CH(1),ℓ →
g⊕
q=1
H1cont
(
ΓF ,H
2q−1(X¯,Qℓ)
)
is a (g ⊗ Qℓ)-subrepresentation of CH(1),ℓ. Hence if AJℓ(y) = 0 then also y1 ∈ Ker(AJℓ). But
AJℓ is injective on CH
1
(1)(X) ⊗Qℓ, so we arrive at the desired contradiction. 
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